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1

flayben - direct

2

operating and maintenance costs of the transmission
3

system related to the amount of transmission plant

4.
in service.

This particular case has the

5
interconnection going into service in 1573 which
6

means that there was more plant in service as of that

7
date than actually showed.

Transmission operation

8

services would be a little higher.

This would have

.
been affected by that engineering assumption.

9

10

a

Id hat is the fact as to distribution operation and

11
maintenance operation^
12

A

In these cases where we assume an installation was

13

going to be in service at an early date-i we also

14
assumed in our engineering model that HELP would
15

have engaged in a modernization program of its

16
transmission and distribution system.

So we have

17
reflected some capital investment in the distribution
18

and transmission system in this case different than
19

was actually performed on those investments resulting
. .
in higher operation and maintenance expenses.

20

21
(3

Uhat is the fact as to whether the street lighting

22

and administrative and general expenses in both
23

segments of expenses are the same or different than
24

the base casef
25

A

Street lighting is the same-i administrative and

IS-iSfie

1
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2

general expenses is a function in some instances of

3

the amount of labor cost in a case-i and in this

4

instance where we had in the latter part of the

5

study period where we had a power plant that was

6

being manned and operated-i the labor costs were

7

high or were higher than the base case.

8

And therefore-! the administrative and general

9
10

11

expenses were a little higher.
Q

What about the depreciation?

A

The depreciation is a little.bit different reflecting

12

that the interconnection was placed in service sooner

13

than actual 1 reflecting that there was an assumed

14
15

modernization of the distribution system.
a

16

relating to production steam and production steam

17

fuel-, how do you determine how those expenses will

18

vary as a result of having a 1573 interconnection and

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

Now-, where you have differences in the expenses

the rehabilitation you described?

A

Uell-i beginning in 1573-, after the interconnection is
assumed to be in service-, we of ycourse had a

schedule of repair-, rehabilitation and maintenance
of the generating facilities-, and that schedule

was a little bit different and caused production of

energy from those facilities a little bit different

11

lS-.5fi3
1
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2

than the actual case was.

3

Ue modeled the production of energy and the

4

purchases of energy on an economic dispatched basis

5

so as to meet the energy requirements at the lowest

6
7

marginal cost possible.

i2

8
9
10
11

and costs —

'A

(2
A

12

<3

Nowt is there any effect on expense which doing
the interconnection and rehabilitation would have

17

aside from the changes relating to personnel and

18

fuel and other power costs — strike that.

19

Let me ask you in terms of expense associated

20

with those projects-! how you determined what the

21

cost of the interconnection-! the cost of the

22

25

lile had a different amount of coal and oil being

practiced.

16

24

— of steam fuelf

different mode of.operation than was actually

14

23

Ohl yes.

consumed because we had a different — we assumed a

13

15

Do you then translate that into costs of production

rehabilitation would bef
A

In lITHi the City contemplated the sale of bonds to

prepare the cost of those particular items-! and
their bond documents included the estimated costs of

ISnSfiM
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rehabilitation1 repair and installation of the

interconnection.
Ide took the information that was in those

financing documents-) and ue translated those to a
different time frame.
How did you translate those into a different time

frame?
(de translated those to the time frame beginning in

July of 1171 through approximately lITS-i using what

is known as the Handy Idhitman Index.

Handy Idhitman

Index indexes certain construction costsi material

and labor costs within various industries at
different times.
And we were able to take an estimate which was

made for a time frame-i let's say lITM-i and say what

that same estimate would have been for time frame
117H by merely indexing down.

ns. COLEHAN:

Hrs. Richards-i would

you turn the light o.ff-i please?

Thank youi Hr.

Lansdale.

ns. COLEnAN:
nr. nayben-i in estimating the cost of the

interconnection that you had referenced Snd.the
cost of the interconnection actually completed?

ISnSfiS
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■A

No.

I had reference to the cost as it was estimated
at cost.

(2

Nowi what assumption did you make about how the cost
of the interconnection if the rehabilitation and the
retrofitting would be financed?

A

hie assumed the sale of bonds by HELP in the fall of
1571n the proceeds of which would be used to pay the

cost of construction and rehabilitation of-the
generating equipment.
a

kJ ho developed the basic terms of this assumed
financing?

A

Hr. Frank Martin-i an advisor to the City on this
matter.

ns. COLEHAN:

Hrs. Richards■« would

you give the witness-i pleasen Plaintiff’s Exhibit
ama?

HR. hJEINER:

HO'ia.

ns. COLEnAN:

30=ia.

■[Exhibit handed to the witness by nrs.
Richards.I

BY ns. COLEnANt
a

nr. nayben-i were there other persons who worked on

the development of the terms of the financing?

ISnSfib
1
2
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A

Yes.

3

Of counsel I was involved in some of the issues

4

that were being discussed-i I believe Dr. klein was

5

involvedn members of the Hahn-Loeser firm were

6

involved! and Mr. Perkins from Palmer-Dodge was

: 7
8

involved.

(3

9

10

Would you identify Plaintiff’s Exhibit 5Q5fi which has

beenplaced before youf
A

Yes.

11
12

13

It's a —
<2

305fi!

A

This

14

assumed bond sales in 1571 containing the terms and

16

conditions for the bond salesn information with

17

respect to what the proceeds of the bond sales would

18

be used for andi basically-i the size of the bond

19

issue and what the debt service on the bond issue

20

was assumed to be.
a

22
23

Who prepared that exhibit?
lAfter an interval.!

<3

24
25

is a document which contains the basic

assumptions with respect to the bond sales — the

15

21

I'm sorry..

I don't mean to ask you who typed itn but how di.d it
come about?

A

Well! it came about as a result of conferences of

ISiSfi?

1
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2

several of us*

3

I myself did some of the uorki there were some

4

other people and-« I believen one of the Hahn-Loeser

5

lawyers was instrumental in putting this all

6
7

together.
<2

8
9

that is set out in the documents
A

10

amount of bonds-i they are mortgage revenue bonds

12

bearing an average interest rate of 7 percent per

13

15

annum.

<2

lilhat was the purpose of those bondsf

A

The purpose of those bonds was to pay the cost of

16

construction of the interconnection and the

17

rehabilitation and repair of the generating

18
19

facilities.
d

20

21

A

Idelli I provided some information to Frank Martin

with respect to what an engineer would normally

23

25

lilhat did you do with respect to that assumed

mypothetical salef

22

24

Y es *
It’s an assumed — a ^S-iQQSiOOO principal

11

14

Can you tell me what the first hypothetical financing -

analyze and present in support of such a bond sale*

H

Illas this information based on the data that we looked
<
at for Case II-A or other cases that are in your

IS-iSflfi
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2

3
4
5

report?
A

The information that I presented to fir. Martin?

<2

Yes.

A

No.

6

It was information that uas developed putting

7

myself into a 1171 fra’me of mind and forecasting

8

ahead uhat I would have expected HELP'S operations

9

to be in 1171.

10

Case II-A has a great deal of uhat actually

11

happened to HELPi looking back from a HAD

12

perspective.

13

(3

Now-I what elements of history occurred which you

14

would not have foreseen from the 1171 perspective?
15

A

lifelln perhaps most noteworthy is — affecting the

16
utility industry! of course-i was the Arab oil embargo

17

in *73 which caused fuel prices to rise substantially.

18

Or course-i we had not predicted the kinds of
19

pollution control regulations to be imposed upon

20

utilities as uas being imposed.

21

And-i of course! there uas an inflation level

22

that hit.this country that uas not expected back in

23

the early ’7n's.

24

(3
25

Uhat request did Mr. Martin make of you concerning
these financings?

is,sa5
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A

Mr. Martin asked me to make a projection of MELP’s

operations in this 1571 time frame and show him
whether or not MELP would be in a position to meet

the obligations that it would incur under the terms
and conditions of the sale of these bonds as well as
the terms and conditions it had already in existence

under the terms of the 15Mfi indenture.
fl

And what'Opinion did you give to Mr. Martin?

A

I gave him an opinion that MELP would be able to meet
its obligations assuming that they would abide by
the terms and conditions of the bond sale.

fl

Mr. Mayben, is there another set of financings which

is involved in your analysis for the engineering and

financial models related to interconnection?
A

Yes *

fl

Uhat time

pardon me — what purpose do those

financings have?

A

The 1571 bonds were for the repair and rehabilitation

and the interconnection.
The cost of retrofitting the environmental control

equipment on, onto Boiler No. L was assumed to be

funded from borrowings in the later portion of the
decade.
!

Can you describe generally that borrowing or sequence

IS-.S'ID
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2
3

of borrowings in terms of the times they occur?
A

Yes.

From Plaintiff's Exhibit 3055 there is a

4

description of those borrowings.

5

of notes which were assumed to be general

6

obligation bond anticipation notes issued by the

7

City-i the proceeds of which were assumed to be

8

used to pay the cost of retrofitting the

9

environmental control equipment.

10

There were a series

Those notes were issued in 157k and 1577 and

11

those notes were assumed to then be taken out in

12

157fl by a bond issue by HELP.

13

14
15

16

a

Did you make a forecast for 15713 and 1577 issues?

A

Noi I did not.

H

And with respect to the 1575 issue-i what did you do?

A

bJelli with respect to the 1575 issue I merely took

17

the cases that we had prepared for the history and

18

the future which reflect the effects of putting

19

the interconnection in in 1573 and rehabilitating

20

the equipment and retrofitting the equipment•> and

21

I took numbers from Case II historic and a Case II

22

future and I put them on a single piece of paper

23

to see how this would look in terms of HELP being

24
25

able to meet its obligations in the future.
(3

And which Case II did you look at?

1S-.S51
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A

lile usedi basically-i Case II-E«

(J

Is there any other dimensions of the engineering

model of Case II-E that ue have not mentioned at this
pointf

A

Yes.

hlelli Case II-E-, of course? includes the

effect of PASNY.
(3

Looking, at that case? what did you advise fir. Martinf
f

k

I told Mr. Martin that if we were to have put
together a prospectus and an attempted bond sale? I

would have expected to be able to make a projection

which would have showed HELP to be able to meet its

obligations and I would have been able to give him
an opinion that HELP in fact could be expected to meet

its obligations under the terms of the bond sale-

(2

Mr. Playben? would you summarize the difference in

the engineering assumptions between the case that

has an earlier interconnection and the base case as

we have now discussed thosef
A

The basic engineering assumptions between the base
case and a Case II series which has- an early
interconnection isn of course? the interconnection

was installed a few years earlier than actual.
The generating equipment was repaired and rehabilitated

and the large unit was actually retrofitted or

1S-,S55
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2
excuse me — was assumed to be retrofitted.

3
Those are the basic engineering differences.

4

fl

5

to study the effect of an assumption that CEI wheeled

6

PASNY powerf

7

8

A

Yes-j we did.

<2

hlhat is essentially the essential characteristics of

9

10

nr. Hayben, did you also complete engineering models

the engineering models where that is studied?

A

LI

One engineering model assumed that PASNY power would
have been wheeled as soon as the interconnection was

L2
actually installed.

L3

Now, that was — we studied both

the historic and the future period with that

.4
assumption.

.5

!

Was there a second engineering model for PASNY power?

6
Yes.

There was a second engineering model for PASNY

1
power in which we assumed the interconnection was

8
placed in service in 1^73-. and PASNY power was begun

9
0

L
J

5
I
!

to be wheeled as soon as it was determined to be
available to flELP which was in nVM.

In both of those instances, what was the amount of

PASNY power assumed in your engineering model?
The amount assumed in those two engineering models

was 3D megawatts.
How was this 30 megawatts of PASNY power incorporated

15,513

1
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2
3

into the engineering model?

A

In both instances, it was incorporated in as a source

4

of low-cost power and energy, and it was used either

5

as a substitute for purchases from CEI if we did not

6

have production, or it was sued as a substitute for

7

some levels of production if the case assumed that

8

we had rehabilitated and retrofitted the generating

9

equipment*

10

d

11

Idhat was the source of your information concerning
the cost of PASNY power for these studies?

12

A

The rates that are actually being paid by HELP*

13

(2

Did you need to make an assumption about the cost of

14

transmission services to bring the power from New

15

York to the City of Cleveland?

16

A

lile assumed that the power would have been transmitted

17

from PASNY through New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio to

18

HELP*

19

transmission service would be the charges that are

20

in effect at the present time*

21

d

22

23

And we assumed that the charges for that

What expense items would be affected if Huny Light

had PASNY power at the earlier *74 or *75 date?

A

Well, existence of PASNY power earlier would have .

24

reduced the amount of power and energy that HELP

25

was purchasing from CEI in the actual case, where

1S,S54
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the generators were not rehabilitated! and in the

case where the generators were rehabilitated it
would have been a reduction of what was purchased

from CEI and a reduction in generation.

(3

Hr. Hayben-i I believe you indicated that you also
studied the effect on HELP of having added salesi

is that corrects
A

Yes-i we did.

a

lilhat was the source of your information as to
additional sales in making that set of studies?

A

Dr. liJein provided us with information with regard to
the numbers of customers that were assumed to be in

existence over and above the actual case-i and also

gave us some factors to use to estimate the amount
of electricity those additional customers would have

purchased in. each of the years.

12

I should ask you-i Hr- riayben-i did Dr. Id ein furnish
you information concerning customers and sales for the

base case as well?
A

.No.

The base case historic was taken from the actual

operating records of the utility?
The base case future was furnished to us by Dr.-

Idein.
i2

Let's return to the alternate cases where he furnished

IS.nS'iS
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you customers and sales information.

Idhat are the featuresn if anyn of an engineering
model where sales are greater^

A

bJelln one of the features-! of course-i is that the

amount of sales >go up andi therefore-! the power and
energy requirements goes up when you have additional

customers and additional sales.

lilith the increase in energy requirements-! the ■».
cost of power supply is going to go up because you
have to buy more energy or burn more coal-! whatever
the case may be.
In addition to that-i in the cases where Dr.

lilein told us to assume more customers-i there were
certain additional costs assiociated with the

transmission and distribution operation-! more
meter readers if you will.
So we increased those particular expenses to

reflect the effect of more customers.
<2

And to increase those expenses what approach did

you usef
A

lilith respect to power supply-! depending on whether

it was a case involving generation or a case involving
solely purchasei we calculated what the additional

energy requirements would be-! we calculated how

1

Playben - direct

2
those energy requirements would be gotten from-i

3

either generation of purchases-! we recosted the

4

cost of purchased power and generation using the

5

same factors for those items that we had used in

6

other cases.

7

Idith respect to the amount of additional

8

distribution expense we estimated the amount of

9

labor costs associated with meter reading in the

10
base case and we increased that by a factor

11

reflecting the additional customers that were

12
assumed to be in existence.

13
a

And the derivation of such factors is essentially the

14
same as what you described to us earlierf

15
A

Yes.

It’s a function process.

16
When you use the term "functioni" just tell us which

17
one of the numbers you consider the function-! or

18
what do you mean when you use that termf

19

A

20

In that particular instance we say revenues are a

function of sales and the functional equivalent is

21

the rate, the S.5353 cents per kilowatt hour.

22
<2

The dollar unit-! whatever that isf

23
A

Yes.

(2

After you completed consideration of the engineering

24

25

models relating to increased sales-! did you translate

IS-.5*17
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these into financial models?

A

Yesn we did-

(3

And those have the same formi initiallyn as we saw
on the screen?

A

Yesi summary operating statements.

<2

After doing that work, did there come a point when
Dr. liJein provided you with additional information

concerning assumptions to be made about added sales

and added customers?
A

Yes.

(3

Here you and your team able to make use of that new
information in calculating the effect of added sales

on fluny’s operation?
A

Yes, we were.

(3

Can you explain how you used this new data as to sales
and customers?

A

Idelli basically Dr. Wein asked us if there was any

apparent relationship between the net revenues and

the kilowatt hour sales-, given a particular power

supply method-, and we conducted a series of
studies which were designed to find out if there was
an accurate and usable relationship-, functional

relationship-, if you will-, between kilowatt hour
sales and net revenues-,

the profit in the particular

ISnS^fi
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year.

Iile did find there are a series of equations
for each power supply assumption in each year that

would allow us to change the amount of kilowatt

hour sales from the large studies that we had done

and come up with an estimate of the net revenues each

year by this formulaa

Did R. 111. Beck do the work necessary to create those
formulas?

A

Yes-i we did-

a

Can you describe to us generally what the power
supply characteristics are that produce the

forraulasf
A

lilell-i one power supply characteristic would be where

fluny Light is purchasing all of their power and
energy requirements from CEXi PASNY and Buckeye and

for a given amount of kilowatt hours there is a
predictable amount of net revenues at the end of

the year.

And we take a case where fluny Light is meeting
its power and energy requirements by a combination

of purchase and generation.

There is an accurate

relationship between the amount of kilowatt hour

. sales and the net revenues at the end of the year.

is-.s'n
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So those are the two power supply modes we were
able to prepare these formulas on.

i2

Mr. flayben-i what was the effort of R. hl. Beck in
determining whether or not the engineering or

financial model of the alternative cases should

involve any- departure from the base case or the

future base casef
A

I’m having trouble with^that question-! fls.

(3

Mr. Mayben-i when you derived the alternative cases,

Coleman.

it is my understanding you began with actual
information and developed it from therei is that
correct?

A

Yes.

d

My question is:

hJhat criterion did you attempt to use

in deciding whether to make a change from the base

case or to leave an item as it was in the base
case?
A

Basically-i we wanted to make sure that we left all
the items in Muny Light’s operations intact if they

were, in facti not affected by one of the engineering

principles such as the interconnection or wheeling

power or additional sales.
So to the extent possible we tried to make
sure that our calculation of revenues, expenses and

ISikOO
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net revenues were only affected by those items which

Dr. lilein told us to assume was different than the
actual.

Did there come a point when you reported to Dr.
lilein on the result of the studies and information

you have described to us this afternoon?
Yes.

And what report did you make to him?
Iilell-j II of course-i reported to Dr. Uein the net
revenues of the base case-i historic and projected;

I reported to Dr. lilein the net revenuesi historic
and future-i df the various alternative cases that

we studied involving the interconnection earliern
wheeling of PASNY power sooner and the retention of
customers; and then I reported to Dr. lilein the

difference in net revenues every year between the

base case and the alternative cases.

Because we forecast the future revenues and
expenses and therefore calculated net revenues using

escalation factorsn we were resulting in dollars
which were expressed in then current values.
In what form did Dr. lilein request that you express

the dollar difference in profitability between the
base case and one of your alternative studies?

IS 1L1021
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A

Dr. Idein asked us to report that, in ITfll valued dollars.

<2

How is nfil valued dollars computed?

A

hie calculated what the future dollar amounts would
be and then discounted those back to

dollars

using a discount factor.

d

hlhat discount factor did you use?

A

The factor provided to us by Mr. Martin which was fi

percent.
d

Now 1 Mr. Jlaybenn I believe you stated you studied the
impact separately of each of the assumed attions.

I would like to ask you in the historical period
what did you find the difference in profitability of

the Muny Light system was if it had an earlier
interconnection and all the other engineering

assumptions which you have described flow from that?
A

hie found that the difference in. cumulative net
revenues associated solely with the interconnection
in the historic period was $13i000tD7Q.

Howevern

from that we felt it was appropriate to subtract

which was the interest payments that were
made to CEI for the power bills that were in arrears

during the 1570 decade.
So that resulted in a net difference in adjusted
net revenues in the historic period of $tn7DQ-i000T

15-.b05
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2

3

approximately •

d,

You used the term "cumulative net revenues."

4

lilould you just explain what you mean by "cumulative

5

net revenues"?

6

A

7

8

of the years* as calculated.

d

9

12

to the base case for the future period?

A

Yesi we did.

d

Uhat did you find in terms of 1551 dollars in terms

13
14

of difference of profitability?
A

15

kle found that the difference! the cumulative net
revenue difference expressed, in 1551 dollars was

16

17

Did you also make the comparison for this case
assuming an earlier interconnection and its consequences

10

11

That’s the summation of the net revenues of each one

d

18

Hr. Playbenn I see that you are reading off a portion
of that report.

19

Can you indicate to us what portion you are

20

21
22
23

million.

approximately

reading?

A

Yes.

I am reading from what is called Beck Table 2i

which follows page 23 of the report to Dr. Idein.
ns.

COLEMAN:

Mrs. Richards-i I

24

have a transparency of Beck Table 5i and’it

25

might be helpful if you would place that on the

iSiboa
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screen.
IPause.1
ns.

COLEMAN:

helpful.

I guess it won't be

The print is awfully small.

BY ns. COLEMAN:
fl

Mr. rtayben-i can you read that from where you aref

A

Noi I can't.
ns. COLEMAN:

You might as well

switch it off.
fl

Mr. Maybeni did you also report to Dr. hlein on the

difference in profitability in the past period of a

case where Muny had PASNY power from 1575 when the
interconnection was actually complete! rather than

having it since 1560 as they actually didf

A

Yesi I did.

fl

hlhat did you find?

A

I found that the existence of PASNY power-, assuming
that it would have been delivered at the time of the
completion of the interconnection as it actually

occurred in 157S-, the net revenue-, cumulative net

revenue differences in the historic period was
approximately ll-,600-i000.

fl

Mr. Mayben.., I notice that all your figures end in
rounded numbers.

1S-.LDH
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2

Does that relate to some assumption that was made

3
4

in the work here?
A

Idell-i yes-

lUeexcept for the base case historic

5

which we used actual numbers as recorded by the

6

auditor! we rounded everything to the nearest

7

thousand! and therefore when we were taking the

8

difference between the net revenues of an alternative

9

case and the net revenues of the base case! we chose

10

11

to round those! also-

d

12
13

A

14

fl

And the figure for PASNY power in historic period! if
J
it had been available since 1575! was how much?
is our estimate
Let me ask you this:

What is the difference since

15

PASNY power is in both the base case and your study

16

case in the engineering features of the two cases?

17

A

Well! in the base case it was delivered in nfiD-

18

It began to be delivered in 15fi0! and it was

19

delivered in the amount of 23 megawatts-

20

In the case where we studied what was offered to

21

HELP! it was assumed to be 3D megawatts-

22

And so the difference in the amounts of PASNY

23
24

25

power is what constitutes these numbersfl

Is there reflected an improved profitability with

the greater amount of PASNY power?

IS-.LOS •
1
2

3

4
5

riayben - direct

A

Yes.

a

How much is that

A

$3n775-,0DD.

<2

Hr. naybeni Ibelieve

6

9

A

Yes.

a

Based on the work that you described-! what did you
find as to whether — did you find that there was an

11

effect on Huny Light’s profitability of having those

12

14

15

16

additional salesf
A
H

A

I3

17
18
19

L_____

tile estimated that to be $S->35ki0Q0.

And in the future period in 1531 dollars-i how much was

It was estimated to be $k-ibm-)000 in 1531 dollars*

a

fir. flayben-i I believe you stated that you also;

studied the combined effects of making all the
assumptions concerning interconnection-! PASNY-i and

22

25

In the historic period .how much was that difference?

A

21

24

Yes.

that difference?

20

23

also stated that you

were given to you by Dr- lileinf

10

13

you

studied the effect of fluny having added sales as these

7-

8

in1531dollars!*

additional salesi is that correct?

A

Yes.

(3

And did you find that making those assumptions
improved the profitability of fluny Light during

ISikOb
1

riayben - direct

2

those historic time periods?

3

A

Yesn it did.

4

(3

By how much?

5

A

Againi allowing for the adjustment associated with

6

the^ interest payments actually made to CEI in the

7

historic period for power bills that were in arrears

8

we estimated the improvement to be $23t301t0D0 in

9

the historic period-

10

11
12

(2

Did you also make that study for the future period?

A

Yesi we did-

a

And what did you find stated in 1551 dollars —

13

pardon me.

14

Did you find that there was improved

15

profitability in the future period making those

16
17
18

19

assumptions?

A

Yesn we did-

(2

Uhat did you find stated in 15fll dollars?

A

Ue found an estimate of ^mnSMSnDDD improvements in

20
21

22

’fll dollars.
(2

Thank you-

ins. Coleman and Hr. Norris conferred

23

off-the record and out of the hearing of the

24

jury.1

25

ns.

COLEnAN:

Thank you-, nr-

ISibO?
riayben - direct

Ilayben •
I have no further questions! your Honor.

THE COURT:

Cross-examination.

CROSS-EXAFIINATION OF hJILLIAfl R. tlAYBEN

BY HR. LANSDALE?:
<2

Dr. riayben-i in connection with your tabulation of

the amounts you foqnd as just recitedi included are
figures which represent the present value of future
damages which you found by discounting them by a

factor of a percent! I believe you saidf
A

Yes.

i3

And this

A

Yes.

(3

You personally take

Bpercent was

given

to youby Hr. flartinf

no responsibility for the

validity

of that figure?
A

No! I do not.

fl

By ”validity!" I mean whether that's the right figure
to use or not?

A

No! I do not'.

fl

You do not.

Nowt did Hr. Martin say or tell you what that

15.LDfl
flayben - cross

figure represented in his opinions
A

I don’t recall that he did.
tile had some discussions about the discount

factor! and it ua's a decision that he would
instruct me or. I would utilize fi percent as a

discount factor for these purposes.

m

He didn't advise you whether that was his

conception of an estimate of future inflation! or
interest rates! or whatf

A

(lie had some discussion as to what that does
represent.
There was discussion as to whether or not it
was inflationary or whether it was — whether or

not it was expected interest, cost.! and these
things! and I don’t recall that he ever told me

what the fi percent finally represented in his mind.
■Crir. Lansdale asked Fir. Murphy to bring

his calculator to the easel adjoining the
lectern! and Mr. Murphy complied.I

BY MR. LANSDALE:
13

Mr. Mayben! if we wish to caulcate the present

value of a future sum! we use a formula like this!
do we notf

the easell.

{Mr. Lansdale writing on the pad on

riayben - cross
If PV represents Present Valuen

and this

is equal to the future value-i that's this sum you

found out in the future times onen plus whatever
interest rates you assumei — you assumed fl percent-i

I believe discounted by the appropriate number of
yieldsn correct?
A

Yes.

i2

And I have forgotteni what is the latest year you'

used-, naa?
A

'aa-. yes.

(2

That would

A

Yes.

<3

So we discount

beseven

years?

that by

seven years.

Now-1 if we take $l-iDOD •?— I hope I can do this

arithmetic — -Crir. Lansdale using his calculator. J

I get $Sa3.SD — actually-, it's .M504i would

you settle for SD cents?
A

Yes-, sir.

<3

Does that look about right?

A

I believe it would if we're talking future value is

a number assumed to have been derived from naa.
(2

I have put the figures on the wrong side.

The future value is $l-.000.
A

Okay.

IS-. LIO
1

2
3
4

riayben - cross

i3

That makes the present value $Sfi3.SD<*

A

Yes-, sir.

(2

Stated another way-, a person — if they

5

they will get that sort of interest rate — ought

6

. to be willing to pay $5fi3 for $]i-i00a received seven

7

“ years from now plus interest at fl percent per annum

8
9
LO

in the meantime^

A

That's a way that could be stated.

A

That's a way that could be stated.

.1

Now-i if we use an interest rate like 15 percent

.2

— -Crir. Lansdale using his calculator}.

.3

•CContinuing}

.4
.5
.6

A

Yes-, it would.

i3

And the point I wish to make is that the larger your
assumed interest rate for any given length of time-,

8

0

1

the lower the present valuef
A

On an investment strategy like that-. I agree.

(2 z

Beg your pardonf

A

On an investment strategy such as you have talked

2

3

4

5

I get a figure of $375.50.

Uould that look approximately correct to youf

7

9

assume that

about here-. I agree.
(2

1116114* whether you are using investment strategy or

whether you are determining the present value of

future damages-, the discount factor you assume-, the

IS-ibll
1

nayben - cross

2

bigger the discount factor you assume-i the smaller the

3
4

present value figured

A

5

"interest rate" as synonymous with "discount factor."

6
7

I agree with that-i sir-i but you were using the word

And that is not what I understood the discount factor.
(3

8

I hear what* you have saidi and I am not attempting
to suggest otherwise.

9

something.

10

The larger the discount factor-i the smaller the

11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18

I was just looking for

present valuef
A

Yes.

a

Now-i fir. riayben-i are you telling me that it is your

understanding that the discount figure given to you
by Hr. Martin is not any suggestion by him as to an

appropriate interest rate on an investment?
ns. COLEMAN:

Object to that.

THE COURT:

Approach the bench.

19
20
21

22
23
24
25

•CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench:1

MS. COLEMAN;

I’m going to object

to calling for further mind reading by Mr. Mayben.

MR. LANSDALE:

Nell-, he told me

before that Mr. Martin didn’t tell him plainlyn

riayben - cross

but now he picked me up on the distionct between
interest rate and discount factor-i and I am
simply exploring iti that’s all.

THE COURT:
objection.

Overrule the

It goes to a credibility issue.

Let’s proceed.

CEnd of bench conference.!

THE COURT:

objection.

Overrule the

Read the question back..

Do you understand the question-i Hr. Hay ben n

or would you like it read backf

THE IdlTNESS:

I’d like it read

THE COURT:

Certainly.

back.

Please

read the question.
{(Question read by the reporter as

follows:
"(3

Now-i Hr. Haybenn are you telling

me that it is your understanding that the discount

figure given to you by Hr. Hartin is not any
suggestion by him as to an appropriate interest

rate on an investment^"!
A

I don’t know what the bases of the discount rate is

IS-.LI3
L

riayben - cross

Z
J

to speak knowledgeably about what he gave me.

13

I

I understood from your statement of your experience!

experience in participating in finances-, both

3
1

A

)

3

L

I

Hr. flaybenn that you had had a fair amount of

j

J

j

(3

tax-free financing and financing which is not

j

tax-freef

]

‘

I have not been involved in too many non-tax-exempt

1

financings except leverage leasing types whi'ch take

J

into account the taxable element*

j

In any event-, what I am looking for is whether or

|

2

not you have some familiarity with the interest rates

.|

3

that are currently existing in the finance markets at

|

or about this time*

1

A

Yes-. I do*

I

(3

I wish to ask you whether in your judgment this fi

I

percent represents the highest-, safest interest

I

return which the plaintiff could reasonably be

I

expected to receive on investment of a lump sum

I

1

5
5

7
3

9
0
I

2
3
4
5

payment in the amount of the future damages you

j

calculate-, discounted to the present day using that

I

interest ratef

J

ns* COLEHAN:
your Honor*

Approach the bench-.

j

riayben - cross

•CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:?
ns. COLEHAN:

I object to what I

suppose I might characterize as the relevance of
asking this witness to express an opinion with

regard to something when in his calculations he

made an assumption about it given to him by
othersHR.

LANSDALE:

I beg your pardon.

This is a very experienced gentleman.

He is an

expert himself in these areas and I am entitled
to inquire whether these directions that he

received from others as to what to use conform
to his own judgment.

He's expressing a lot of

judgment here.
THE COURT:

Sure.

MR. LANSDALE:

I think I'm entitled

to explore it.

THE COURT:

Overruled.

Let's

proceed.
CEnd of bench conference.?

THE COURT:
stand.

The question may

Read it backi and then this will be the

IS ILIS
Mayben - cross
last answer and we will adjourn for the dayUnless the jury is desirous of staying on•C(2uestion read by the reporter.J

ns. COLEHAN:

I’m sorry-, your

Honor-. I must approach the bench again-

THE COURT:

We will adjourn for

the day-, ladies and gentlemen.

Please keep in;,

mind the Court’s admonition during the adjournment

of the Court-, namely-, you are not to discuss, the
case either among yourselves or with anyone
elsei keep an open mind until you have heard all

the evidence and my instructions of the law on

the fact as you ultimately find them to be
and until such time as the matter is submitted

for your judgment.

HR. LANSDALE:

Your Honor-, may I

approach the bench before the jury leaves at the

risk of getting the jury mad at mef
THE COURT:

Certainly-

You may

find yourself in contempt.
•CLaughter -1

■CThe following proceedings were had at the

bench:}

IStblb

riayben - cross

MR. LANSDALE:

I submit I am

entitled to an answer if the objection is

overruled.

THE COURT:
MS.

COLEMAN:

What is the objection?

There is another

dimension to‘ this as I see as the question is
read and that is the question as to what the

plaintiff can get has some legal dimensions as
well as some, dimensions that this gentleman might
be qualified to testify about ■» and I object to

the question for that reason.
THE COURT:

Overruled.

CEnd of bench conference.!

THE COURT:

Ladies and gentlemen ••

you will keep in mind my admonition so I don’t have

to repeat iti but it has been requested thatn
since the question has been asked-, that an

answer be given.

At the conclusion of the

answer you will be free to go to the jury room

to review the exhibits of the day and to leave

thereafter.

n

Would you please answer the question?

would you like to have it read again?

Or

ISibl?

riayben - cross
I would like to have

THE hllTNESS:
it readTHE COURT:

Read the question

back.
•Cfluestion read by the reporter as follows:

"i3

I wish to ask you-whether in your

judgment this a percent represents the highest-i
safest interest return which the plajntiff could
reasonably be expected to receive on investment

of a lump sum payment in the amount of the
future damages you calculate-i discounted to

the present day using that interest ratef"!
A

As I understand the question! which is could the
plaintiff invest money at a rate higher than a
percent todayn I believe they could.

HR. LANSDALE:

Thank you.

THE COURT:

You are free to goi

ladies and gentlemen.

Ide will send in the

exhibits! which are! fir.

SChmitzf

•CThe jurors left the courtroom. I

■CThe following proceedings were had in the

absence of the jury.J
THE COURT:

The following exhibits

iSiLia

flayben - cross
have been previously admitted and may go to'the

jury:

Defendant’s Exhibit 1002t Plaintiff's

Exhibits b53-i IfilSi SILS.

The following exhibitSn.to.,whichstheESiaEe
no objections and which stand as unsponsored

exhibits:

Plaintiff's Exhibits LOIt LQfin

LID-, (pia-, LI3-, L17-, Llfi-. LIT-, LBfi-i IISM*

The following exhibits are in limbo:
Plaintiff's Exhibit 2746 which is a letter from

fir. Tsevdos to Kudukisn 27Mfi dated S-l-7Si
Defendant's Exhibit IBQO-, which are the plans

of Tsevdos Enterprises^ Plaintiff’s Exhibit
3041 which is the flayben reporti and 3D5fiT
bond issue for 15 — I don’t know what that

is — '71, '7t, '77.
So why don't you take those exhibits to

which we have no controversy in to the jury :so
that they can review them.
The parties will review the other exhibits

and I will consider them first thing in the

morning and we-can send them in to the jury
tomorrow.
MR. WEINER:

Can we just raise

iSiLn
this demonstration thing over at Tri-C?
Iile had it last time and ue understand the

defendant is objecting to it this timeriR- LANSDALE:

Ue do object to it*

THE COURT:

I would like to

know what the objections are*
Approach the bench*

-CThe following proceedings were had at the
bench :]•

THE COURT:

I don’t recollect

what the demonstration is any morei it’s been

so long.
HR. NORRIS:

It is a demonstration

of manual synchronization■> that can be accomplished
manually between two systems such as Huny Light

and CEI without the necessity of automatic
synchronization equipment.

HR* UEINER:

It goes to the

testimony of fir. Pofok as to the operation of

the

KV in a non-synchronous modei and how it

could have been operated synchronously without
any damage to the CEI system.
HR*

LANSDALE:

is two-fold:

Hy objection to it

It does not demonstrate or even'

iSiLsn

illustrate the latter point*

It demonstrates

hou manually two motors may be put in synchronism*

It demonstrates nothing whatsoever about a
protective relaying or the need for protective

relaying or the effect of any kind of electrical
failure or fault*

Along such things are in synchronism
without any protection to which the testimony
is full of.

Secondly-i it adds nothing-i really-i as I

view it 1 to the understanding of the situation*
It gives undue prominence to a single aspect of
this thingn and takes the jury down to

surroundings in

Community College with the

witness —

THE COURT:

I don’t get concerned

about those latter aspects*

lilhat you have said that concerns me is that
there are certain areas which the parties are in

controversy on as to ..what the demonstration

accomplishesT and the plaintiffs assert that it
accomplishes certain things which the defendants

disclaim*
Nowi absent a basis for cross-examination
on the subject-. I have a problem*

I mean-, as to

ISnbEl

1

the procedural thingst taking them down there to

2

an environment and that business-! that doesn't

3

concern me-

4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12

13
14
15

16

17
18
19

20

There is ample

HR. liIEINER:

opportunity for cross-examination.

There was

last time.
THE COURT:

I am not going to

conduct a court session down there.
I don't mean down

HR. lilEINER:
there.
HR. LANSDALE:

There is no way to

do this in the absence of this.
THE COURT:

I indicated that to

the parties last time 1 wasn't too happy about
sending them down last time.

It was only because

the parties agreed that time I said "liJelli if

you agree-) go ahead and do it."

But there are inherent problems that arise-i
and the one that concerns me-i of great concern-i

is this business about controversial claim as

21

to what the exhibit accomplishes or shows or

22

demonstrates without the opportunity of

23

cross-examination.

24
25

So if there is controversy-) I am not going

to permit it.

If you people can agree) fine-i

lSnL22

as you did last timsn go ahead and do it.
I’m not happy about iti but go ahead and do it.
HR. NORRIS:

Idelli we will just

note our exception.
THE COURT:

■CCourt was adjourned.}

Fine.
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The City of

THE CLERK:

Cleveland, Plaintiff versus the Cleveland
Electric Illuminating Company, Defendant.
Civil Action No. CTS-SkO.

THE COURTt

Bring in the jury.'

■CThe jury was seated in the jury box
and the trial continued as follows:^

THE COURTt .

Please be seated -

Yctu may proceed, hr. Lansdale.

CROSS-EXAhINATION OF UILLIAPT R. PIAYBEN CResumedl

BY PIR. LANSDALE:

(3

Dr. Playben, yesterday —r

A

No, sir, I am not.

dl

Sorry about that.

A

I am, too.

(3

You are a Ph.D.f

PIr. Playben, yesterday you indicated that you gave

certain advice to PIr. Plartin concerning the
projections that you might have made in 1571 had the

City undertaken financing- at that timef

A

Yes.

1S-,L2U

tlayben - cross
CJ

And when did you prepare that studyn fir., flaybenf

A

That study was prepared early in thi^ summer-i as. I

recall.
a

Yesi sir.

And: was that — had. you therefore, given fir.
fTartin any advice in this respect?
A

At the previous trial. L had indicated to him that I

felt that a. projection could be. made which would have

been positive in nVIa

This was simply an oral statement by you?

A

Yes.

. UR’i LANSDALE:

Now-r Kathy-r CEL

Exhibit 1301^ give that to the witness■CThe exhibit was placed, before the
witness.y

a

Hr. flayben-i I hand you what has been identified as
CEI Exhibit 1301.

Do you recognize that-i fir. Hayben?
A

Yes-. I do.

a

lilill you tell us what that is?

A

This is a copy of the tabulation of the projection
of the expected operations of fluny Light beginning

in 1571 through 157fi which we used to indicate to

fir. flartin that — well-, we used as our advice to

nayben - cross
Mr. -flartin.

fl

And this document itself was handed to Mr. Martin

or to his people, at Goldman Sachs for him to use
in arriving at his judgment as to the propriety of

issuing revenue bonds in M71, I take itf

A

SirT this was given to him in support of the advice

I gave him-

As to whether he used this solely or

partly'in arriving at his opinion^ I don’t know..

fl

Z appreciate that.

Z didn’t intend to suggest that

this was his sole basis.

But in any eventi so far as you know-i this was
the. sole advice he had as to the projected earnings

of Muny Light fronr n71 forwards is- this correct so
far as you. know-f

A

Z knowi of no other projections that he might have had.

fl

All right-1 sir.

Nown as Z recall-i the bonds that

Goldman Sachs was considering for which purpose you
gave thenr this projection were bonds which would

finance the cost in your reconstructed cases of an
interconnection•» which work was to begin in July of
at least that was one of the things to be

financed by the bondi was it notf

A

Noi sir.

fl

lilhat was to be financed from itf

flayben - cross

A

I believe ray problem with your question is the dateIt was July 1571-

.You said 1573-

HR. LANSDALE:
<S

You meant *73^

HR-^ LANSEALE:
(2.

I meant ’73.

Withdraw my question-

What was: the purpose of the bond issue which was

hypothesized, beginning in 1571^
A

4. It was to fund- the cost of construction of the
13at00D-volt interconnection which was to have begun
in July of 1571 and the rehabilitation of various

components, of the HELP generating^ plantI

iS

And how much was for the interconnection and how
/
much- for* the rehabilitationf"

A

Hay I refer ,to my work papersf*

(2

Certainly .

■

■

•CShort pause-1
A

The construction cost estimates for the interconnection
and transmission line were $fiafi-i3Q0 and the estimated
cost of the rehabilitation to be funded from bond

proceeds was $2T7t7.iDOO.

i2

Now-i it was coritemplated•» was it not-, that these bonds
would be issued in October?

A

Yes-, sir.

<2

And what time during the year of 1.571 would you have

ISntH?

nayben - cross
made these estimates!*
A

If ue were doing an* actual financing! ue would have
begun to make these-i those estimates probably

shortly after the authorization to proceed with the

financing! however-!- they would have-^ been checked
right up to about the point of the time of the. issue!

so. they wauld have been confirmed again at least
wi-thin a matter of a couple of weeks prior* to the

issue»

(t

And I notice that the kilowatt hour sales ~~ withdraw
that.

I think, you. told us: that in making this
projectiorTT CEI Exhibit UOXt you triad to put

yourseir back into the year

and to decide what

you would have known then as a basis for such a

forecasts
A

Yes-

(2

And one of the important things that you would not
have known of coxtrse is the very large escalation in

energy costs as a result of the Arab oil erabargof
A

That is correct.

And the inflation consequent upon the effects of thatf
Ue would not have known that.

A

That is correct..

(J

Now I notice that the kilowatt hour sales of which

Mayben - cross
you used are for M71, are lass, than those actually

experienced, in 1*171.

I don’t want to get too picky about these
li-ttle things-» but I want to know the rationale under*

which — the rationale used by you irr making these

determinations of sales- for the then current year-»
as well as far the projection-

A

In 1*171 ■» when we would have been making these

projectionsT sometime in the early fall-, the

information that we would have had available to us-r,
the statistical information-r. would have been

information in l,*17a. and before that date-, and there
was. a decline in sales prior ta that time-, and back

in the early '711’s

for one-r at least-, was

postulating that that decline in sales was due to the
apparent unreliability of HELP’S power supply-, and it

was my feeling that until a synchronous interconnection

could be placed in service-, that unreliability would
»
continue-, and there would be a migration of

customers off of the HELP system-, and that is why we
had a decline in 1*171.
I seei and this generally lower sales than actually

occurred follows right on through until 1*178-.

doesn’t itf

lS-.k25
Mayben - cross

1*178 is the first year in which you postulated
sales higher than what actually occurred?
r believe that, is cor recti sir»
UeLLi if r understand, the. question! we

postulated; sales fronr a M7i point of view, higher

than actually occurred about 157S ~ X am sorry-i
/
X believe you are right. Xt is about 117L-'

X beg pardoHi Mr- nayben.'r X u.as looking at

reqxiirements rather than sales.

Pardon me — 1171.-r in 117L you sold 532 million

in your Case XX—At your reconstructed case-i and here
you, show. S3taf

YesTi sir*.

'

,

.

'

And at that point you get slightly above the actual

projection and. continue that way through 1175?

Yest sir.
Now-r the last exhibit shows-* as to revenues-* there is
a third line of the Exhibit 1301-r and it shows-*
"Revenues From the Sales of Electricity-* Present

Rate-*** and if X read your working papers correctly-*

those are the revenues which would have been

released at your projected sales at the rate
actually in effect for fluny Light and as increased-,
putting into effect the increases actually passed

lS-.b3D
flayben — cross
in nvi or affective in nvif

A

n71 reflects the revenues that were actually
derived in X®}?! with the sales that we had projected-

<2

hlelli. the sales that you projected were less than

were actually raade-i Hr-- flaybenn weren’t theyf
A

Yesi and the revenues that we projected were less
than were actually derived-

fl

Yes-» but they were based, upon Huny Light’s actual’*

rates in effect in. 1571?
A

YesV that is true- .
/

fl^

Nowi sticking to that same linen going across there-i
what rates did you. use in calculating the expected

revenues fronfc the sale of electricity t present rate-t
as indicated theref
A

No-

lias that that selfsame ratef

It was the rate that would have been in effect

at the close of n?!fl

Yes-

A

There were two increases in the yearn so we had to

take the rates in effect at the beginning of 1*173fl

And that rate reflects all the way across through
1'17&whichwasthe limitoTyourprojection^

A

Yesn

fl

Rates in effect

A

Yes-

sirat theclose

ofbusiness

in 1*171?

ISikSl
flayben - cross

Nowi the —
A

Well-, excuse me-, if I might.
Since ue did not do a frequency analysis study
of the application of the rates^ to sales by

class o.f customer’-!* the: way we arrived at the

average rate, in- effect at that time was to divide
the gross' revenue in--n72 by. the gross total hour

sales in 1^75 and?arrived at an average revenue

rate for
Now-t that included not only the effect of

rates but alsa some fuel adjustment revenues that

were flowings in 1172.

That average rate figure

i*as the one we applied, to sales in n73. through

fl

All right.

Without going to working papers-i I

will just ask you the ultimate question-! fir. flaybenThe next line you have is called "Additional,

Revenues from Rate rncreases-i" and. that line
represents-! does it not-i the amount of revenue in

addition to that calculation-! as we just explained-i

necessary to produce the debt covenage figures

listed at the bottom of the pagef
A

Yes-1 sir.

<3

And that thus assumes-i does it not-i that through the

lS-.t32
flayben — cross

years nvii including the year n?!. and following-!
that fluny Light will place in effect rate, increases
sufficient to produce the revenue listed on the line

called. "^Additional Revenues from Rate Increases"^
r have a little bit of a problem saying it would:

have been produced all by rate increases-

They

could have.also.picked up a portion of that by

charging the full fuel adjustment charge, but there

would* have had to have been some kind of adjustment
in- their billing in the rates in order te produce
that additional revenueAndi this; included-r did it not-r the sum of $43MiD0Q

additional revenue required, for the. year M71.
itselff

That’s trueAnd if my arithmetic is correct-i that’s a 3-7
percent increase in rates for the whole year; that
is to say —

HR- LANSDALEJ

Idithdrau that-

That additional revenue required in

is 3-7

percent greater than the actual revenue in 1171

based, on your projected sale at the rates actually
in.effect in 1171f

Yes-

1S1L33
Hayben - cross

Thank you.

And as you go through the projections

the amount of the additional revenues required over

and above that projected at 1571 rates increases
year by year-t does it not?

There- are some years in which it increases^ there are

some years in which it was* not 'necessary to increaset
once you made an increase-, if. you follow what I mean.
Uell, let me put it this way.

v

In 157H the increased revenue was b.l percent.Are you telling, me that whatever the increase was

that produced the $H3M-,DDQ in- 1571^ would-, under your
hypothesis-, continue in effect in 1572f

Yes-r sir-

,

'

And-, therefore-,- the amount o.f* new* increase required
would be the difference between ^M3M-,Q0Q and

^745-,non found in 1572?
Approximately-, given the effects of some growth in

sales or decline in sales-, but-, yes-, sir-, basically-,
that’s the concept.

right.

And did. you exercise any judgment as to

w.here or how the additional $‘i3U-,Q0D required in
1571 would -be produced?

No.

If you mean did we decide which class of

customer would realize an increase-, no-, sir-, we did not.

lS-.k34

rtayben - cross
(3

You are making, this, estimaten theoretically around
the middle of the year or just after the middle of

the year of 1571?
A

Yesi sir-

d

And this hypothesis would recruire the Council of

i

the City of Cleveland to produce a rate increase over

I
,
I

and above those actually placed in effect in the
A

year- MTlf
That^s true-

d

Is this a» fair inferencef

A

Yes-r sir-

d

j

And-r sinrilarly-i- in each and every year, w.itlT the

J

possible exceptiorr .of L'l?and 157fit you would have

similarly had to. have rate increases, enacted by the

Cleveland City Coumcilf

i;

A

That’s correct-

I
J:

i2

Uhat was the basis of your assumption that these rate

•:

increases would be enacted^
A

i

The basis of the assumption is that the bond

indenture that would have been adopted in 1571
with respect to these bonds wouiUd have had a rate

•
covenant requiring the City to separate-sufficient

to meet their obligation.
«2

And that would have required — I don't have it in

,;

*

p'
I'

IS, MS

Mayben - cross
front of me, but that would have required, in substance
that the. City of Cleveland increase rates when

required —

Yes, sir.
sufficient to., produce what you have labeled here
as "Debt Service'Coverage," that is to say, an amount
roughly bO percent more than the debt service

requirements after all expenses ot'her than

depreciation^"
Not exactly, sir.
UelL,- then be preciseZnr arriving at the total revenue requirements, which

is about the fiftk line down from ths top after the
date, we.included as a revenue requirement an amount

of cash to do a modernization of the distribution
and transmission system consistent with the way we

had assumed HELP would have been doing it in our
Case ir~A, the reconstruction case*

That was a cash

requirement that is included in revenue requirements

and partially generates that coverage.

Pdon'^t know- that there would have been a
covenant in the bond indenture that the City set
rates to generate that kind of cash,

hie have

included that, however, in our calculations.

.

1S-,L3L

Hayben - cross
(2.

Iiielli the bond —• I should have alluded to that in my

question-, fir"* Heyben-i and Z apologize —— the bond
indenture*, simply- required this, excess as
over the cash requirement, for the operation of the

systerna

A

Yes-

i2

And a certain*, amount of capital expenditures as we
established, earlier are necessary year by year in

order to keep this goingf*
A

I agree-

(2

Nqwi hr- Hay ben 1 Z note also that upon your working

papers that the debt service coverage of which you

usedr in making: the projection in. Exhibit 130Z
includes only- the existing- and. expected-to-be

issued- bond? issue revenue-, bond issues^ am I correct
in thatf

,

A

Yes-, sir.

(2

They do hot include the debt service on the general
obligation bonds issues to purchase and install the

gas turbines or on the general obligation street
lighting bonds which were — withdraw that-——..arid

that is correct-, is it not?
A

That is correct.

4

And- the basis of your exclusion of the latter is the

>

lS-,k37

flayben - cross
ordinance passed in June of 1571-1 to transfer that

to the general fundf
A

That-I plus a: conversation that I had with Personnel

in the Department of Law in the early 1570's
concerning the treatment of that payment>

Idhat did they tell you and who was Itf

d-

Tell me more*

A

hr* Robert Hart-i who was in the Department of Lawi
had indicated to me that in calculating a cash

equivalent analysis af this naturei we were not to.
show the payment of the g:eneral obligation bond

debt service as an obligation of fluhy Light revenue*

(J-

Now-r ya.u. would agree with met- howeven-i would you not-r
that the debt service on such obligation-s were part,

of the costs to. the City of Cleveland of producing
the electric energy postulated to be sold in this

projectionf
A

,

, .

lilellt the debt service — I mean-, the bonds are
associated with the electric utility propertiest
and the debt service is to be paid by the City of

Cleveland*
May I have the

flR- LANSDALEi
1

question readn if your Honor please—

THE COURT:

Read the question.

•Cduestion read by the reporter.!

ISnkZfi
nayben - cross
THE COURT:

Now read the answer-

{Answer read by the reporter-1
THE COURT:

The answer appears

to- be responsive-

You may place another questionHR- LANSDALE: .

Does it. follow from what, you have stated i Hr- hay ben n

that, the, debt service paid by the City of Cleveland
on the general obligation bonds mentioned is part of
the cost to the City of Cleveland of producing and

selling: electrical energy which you hypothesized to
be sold in CET Exhibit IHQir-----If they so chose to: allocate those costa against

electric service-r yes-r they would be-

hr- day ben-1 how the City chooses to keep its books
or to allocate does not change the realities of the

fact that, this is part of the cost of producing the

electrical energy ¥ does itf

I believe soi sirI don’t know that they allocate police
protection for their substation against the cost of

electric serviceI

And yet you could claim that that was a cost

associated with electric supply-

lS-,k35
nayben - cross

1
2

nr^ Hayben-t do you think that the cost of police

tl

3

service to the City generally! including all

4

citizens! in any way is comparable to the cost of gas

5

;

turbines that are used to actually generate

6

electricity!^ and its relationship to the specific

T

production^

8

A

No.

9

(I

I repeat; my question.:

.0

The capital cost of purchasing and installing

.1

the gas. turbines is? part of the cost to the City of

.2

Cleveland of producing electrical energy! is it notf

,3

Ai.’

Yes.

.4

tl

Thank yau-

.5
.S

'

And sinrllarly! the street lighting installations
A

.7

— is a part of the cost of providing street lighting
service^

.8

fl

Yes»

.9

A

Yes-

10

fl

/

Now.! Nr- Hayben! in determining whether or not the

:i

rate increases which you hypothesized for CEI Exhibit

:2

1301 would actually be made — did you give

t3

consideration of the extent to which the City of

14

Cleveland had complied with similar bond indenture

15

requirements in the outstanding revenue bonds in the

IS-, ma
1

fl

May ben -> cross

2
3

year preceding 1571^
A

No.

I was primarily concerned with the obligations

4

of the City to comply with the bond indenture that

5

was the subject of this particular bond sale.

6

l'

(2>

L see•

-

7

-

Now-.^ did yau- make any determination of the extent

8

to which the rate increases hypothesized in CEI

9

Exhibit 13D1 would increase the fluny Light's rates

.0 ,

to” the level of or above the level of CEI rates in

.1

affect at that time'T

2

Ji
r

■

4

j

•

Ue gave thought to that-., yes.
-

- ...

’

1

j

•

...

J

■

3

(2

Beg pardonf

4

A

Yest we gave some, thought to that-

5

(2

And you ascertained^ did you. not-., that beginning at

“
/
■

5a

j

6

least in 1573-. if nat soonery these rate increases

Ij

7

produced rates for Ptuny Light in excess of those of

|

8
9

'j

■■ CEir

A

L did not ascertain that>■

0

I have presumed that CEL would have been subject

1

to the same kind of cost pressures-, and therefore

2

their rates would have been rising also. ’

3

(2.

4

5

Iilell-. you knew-, did you not-, what CEI rates actually

i

h
i]
y
|

were during this periodf
A

L would have known, what they were in 157Q and what

I
I

iSibm

nay ben - cross

-they would have been at the time of the projection
in nvii but I would not hava known what they would

have been in n73i2

You would not have known -

Anyway.f when- you made- these studiest you actually
knew whatr eventuated-r did. you not?
A

Oht yes*
Uhen^ r had. myself in the 1174 time frame-i I

knew what had happened-i yes*
(2

Yesi and you knew that CEZ’s rates that actually were
effective in these various years reflected the

inflationary pressures which you did not postulate in

your forecast of the n71 studyf

A-

I would" answer it this way* .
Z knew, what the inflationary pressures and other

matters did to HELP’S own rates.

\

Z did not look back and see what they had done

to CEZ’s rates*
d

Hr* Hayben-r Z ask you if it is not a fact that the
rate increases which you forecast for tluny Light in
this Exhibit 13D2i from at least 1173 forward produced

rates for Huny Light higher than the rates that were
actually in effect during these periods for CEZf

A

No.

■

lS-,t42
■

Hayben - cross

.

il
t J

H

You say this is not the fact.!*

A

That is not the fact.

I
||

And you have a. study of that-r do youf

(3

J I

L made a comparison putting rayself into a n70

A

1
I* 11

time frame as to uhat actually happened.^

Yes.

(2

-

,|

-

M
’i

•

And I looked at iti at the average revenue changes

A

in cents-per kilowatt hour for- fluny Light in 1^71

I

’|I
'I

to nTfr-r and I found that the average revenue
charges in 1^73 actually were higher.than our

'I

■^1

projections for 1171 «• but beyond, that point the

actual revenue, rates.were higher than our projectionhlelln uhat you found- was that in 1173t CEX rates
■ '
■
would: have beer higher but thereafter would have

it

?|

fl
’1

1

I

thereafter higherf

I

ray basis, of analysis -

, ..

been lower — CEX rates would have been lower-t but

I related those to MELP rates-i not CEIn and that was

k

\|

I

, I

X didn’t check that against

what CELXt what their actual rates were in the time

I

frame-

i

<2.

You did notf

A

NoT sir-

i2

But you found

I
I

,

—

that the projected rates would have

produced rates in 1173 higher than those actually in

I

I'■M
I

lS,b43

Play ben - cross

effect in that year for Pluny Light?
Yesi sir-

But that in the years thereafter it would have been
less than those actually in effect for Pluny Light?
Yesn sir^

z'
Now-t in point of fact-r Plr^ Playben-« in your
reconstructed, historic operating statement for your
Case II-At that isthe case, is it noti in which

you made the assumption of an actual interconnection

to be built with, the bond monies that you postulated

in your hypothesist and that the other work to be
donet the rehabilitation to be done w.ith those
monies — which you postulated that they would be

donef
Yes'T sir»

And in- your recorstruction of what actually happened
you show, substantial net lossest do you notr from

L'i?! through 1574- — strike out "substantial-"
I won’t ask you to characterize it-

You do show losses from- 1571 through 1577
inclusive?

YesAnd you did not hypothesize that the rates .of Pluny
Light would have been increased to produce the

1S-,L44
flayben - cross

debt coverages which the bond, indenture would have

required for this hypothetical issue; is that a fair
statements

A

Idell-t we treated thor revenues in a particular
manner so as to arrive at the net revenues orprofitability of the alternative cases, if you will-,

so as not to prejudice any of these numbers by
alleged- action by CEI-» so we arbitrarily held the

revenues to the revenues that were actually

produced in that time frame.
(2

hJelln r appreciate thati but the. revenues that
are projected here are based upon the utilization
'
z
of the property constructed with this; hypothetical

bond issue; is that not soS .
A

Yes.-

(2

And that hypothetical bond issue-i as. you pointed out
required, that fluny Light rates be increased to

provide the bond issue — the debt coverage
required therebyf

A

Yes.

(2

And would not the cost — pardon me — would not the
bond issue-, the. bond indenture- have required such an

increase-i had you in fact issued those bondsf
A

Yes-i it would have.

1S-.L4S
Mayben - cross

It would have*

And have you calculated what sort of revenues
would be required to comply with the bond issue in

this reconstruction periods

No -I I did not.
You did notfir. Playben-. turning-to another subject-i in
constructing your estimates of what^ are called

reconstructive historic operating statements to an
accourpanying balance sheett which is the one we have

just been talking about In which you try to reflect
what would have happened had this hypothetical bond

been Issued and had the interconnection been built

beginning in July af 1571. and being, completed
JanuaryT

and had the rehabilitation and repairs

of the big; unit and the other- units taken place-i

you were instructed by Dr-.^ lilein to assunre that the
parties 1 that is to say-. CEZ and tiuny Light-* were

friendly and that everything would work and
proceed in the fastest time that was feasible for

efficient and knowledgeable peoplei is that corrects
r don’t recall those; being Dr. Olein’s words
exactly — we discussed this matter from time to
time

but generally along those lines-* yes-* sir-

Hl 5114t»

riayben - cross
13

All right.

And during this period of time you

I?

assumed that Huny Light was paying its billsi CEI’s

L

bills for energyT did you not?

|i
I
|j
■if

A

Yesn sir.

£

And that assumptiar was based upon your view-i was it

|i
'i

noti that a spirit of cooperation would ex<ist only

if they were paying their billsf

H
J

M

A

That’s correct.

(3

Nowt in constructing this Case IL-A you made certain

fj

..
.
.
assumptions concerning advances from the City for

ij
d

the operation of HELP-t did you notf
Yesv sir.

q
I
*1

And I think, yo-ur statement was thatr whenever required

; |

for working; capital purposes.^ you assumed advances

u

'

'

I

A.

from the City of Cleveland from other funds than
f

Muny fundsT is that corrects

'

||

A

That*^5 correct.

U

i3

Did you make any assumption as to where the City

jl

would get that money?

1
d

k

No -r sir.

£

You did not.
And r believe that you received certain

instruction concerning that-* did you noti as to. what
you were to assume?

ISikU?
riayben - cross

A

Uelli ue were to assume that the amounts of money

necessary to allow Muny Light to meet its obligations

would be transferred from the City.

(2

Uho instructed you ta assume that?

A

Idell-i-this prcrject began in early nTfl.

L don’t recall

the names, of the people but we had discussions with

various people in the administration at that time

and it was basically the policy position of the City
as conveyed- to me to make* that assumption.

I know

that the Legal Department, was involved in it.

I’m

not sure but what the Mayor may have been involved
in it*

(3

Did you receive any advice or instruction as to

where the City would get that money!*
A

(2

Not sir*
Did yout yourselft make any assumptions in that regard?

A

No T si r*

(2

Nor-T I assume^ did you exercise any responsibility
for- the opinion that such suras would in fact be

advanced?
A

hlell-r I only exercised arr opinion that allowed rae to
make these- calculations and that is that L was told

to, treat it in that manner.
(2

You were told to treat it in that manner?

lSnb4fi

flayben - cross

A

Yes»

i2

In your studies of this and in comparing uhat
actually happened with your reconstructed case-, did

you make, a study as to the extent to which-, if at all-,

the advances had beerr made by the City to Muny Light
front funds other* tharr fluny Light revenues^

A

Could I have the question reread?

THE COURT:

Certainly.

Read the question back.

•CiJuestion read, by the reporter*. 3A

If I understand the- question-i no-..;sir.

<i

Yau do not knowr in fact-, that by one- device or another
during the years which- you have denominated historic-,
n7L to nan-, funds were gotten into Huny Light’s

accounts from, sources other than the actual revenues

front the sale of electric serviced*

Yes-r sir.
12

And-i for examp.ie-t I believe the records of the City

reflect as an advance or at least as monies due the
City the payments made by the General Fund to the

Sinking Fund to cover the street lighting and
general obligation bonds that we mentioned a moment
ago--, that is-, the gener^al obligation bonds for the
gas turbines and the street Lighting bonds.

The

ISibMI

tlayben - cross
accounts reflect those as monies due the Cityn do they

notf
The most recent accounting treatment of that matter
now shows that as a transfer from the City.
When L look back to the balance sheet associated
with Case L-At which is presumably the audited

statement,-r the fund transfers from the City didn’t
begin to show on the balance sheet until 1175 and.

yet we know, there was a forgiveness of the SinkingFund, obligation prior to that time.

Hr. nay ben <» L refer you. to your Exhibit Appendix

L-£.
Yes.

lilhich is historic Case I-A balance shejetf

YesThis is supposed to reflect an actual takeoff from

the books of account of the City-r is it. nott or of
riuny Lightf

Yes-r sir.

Please note under "Liabilities-r Current Liabilities"' Yes.

— due the Sinking Fund which shows an ever increasing
amount through the year llVb until it suddenly

disappears?

ISTLSD

Hayben - cross
A

Yes.

(3

And that amount then reappears in the following year

under the name "Funds Transferred from the City"f
A

Yes-i sir.
Sa it appears as an amount owed by Huny Light to the
City in each and every year beginning in the year

1571 f
A

Id el 11 it appears to be a fund transferred from the

City beginning in n77-

It appears in Accounts

Payable prior to that time.

(i

IdelLi if it is due the Sinking Fundi what is the
differenced

A>

Idelli nonev but. Z’nt talking about howr'it is handled

here on this paper(2

41L right.

Andi, similarlyi- there is another item of

$3 million' called "General Obligation Bond Anticipation

Notes"

welli siri

haven’t found it here-

moment.

got it in my notes but 1

1 will pass that for the

I don’t find it in your balance sheet.

Now.1 additionally 1 Hr- rtayheni in the actual
case the Huny Light accounts accumulated very

substantial accounts payable^ did they not?
A

Yesi they did.

(2

And these began in 1.571 at $2~l/2 millioni increased

IS-.LSI

riayben — cross
tiy

million in nVHi by 1573 they were up to

million Ti and so on until the maximum that I see

here in the actual case was around

million in

A

Yes-j sir.

(2

These ref Leet ■» of course^ a source of working

capital for fluny Lighti do they notf
A

Ye'Si they do.

(3*

And; you in your reconstructed case assume that these
billsT whatever they arai would be paid and to the

extent that you needed to replace these fundst under

your hypothesis-r you simply labeled it "Funds
Transferred from the City>i.'* without differentiation
as to where it might have come from?

A

That’s correct.

(3

Nown 1 would like to. run through with you briefly-t
if'L could — withdraw that.

Your reconstruction of the balance sheet

reflected in your Case II-A balance sheet-r which is
Appendix L-IDt.reflects these funds transferred

from the City in amounts the timing of which

differed and amounts of which also differed from the

actual funds advanced in the historic period either

through accounts payable or through some other source

is-ibsa
riayben - cross
did. they not?
A

Yesi sir-

12

Now-, one of the things I must ask you right now-, you

recently revised your exhibit which is introduced in
evidence as 3041 under data, of July 1O-. nfil, did you.

notf^
A

Yes ■» sir.

i2

And your previous revision of that had been dated
nay 7t naif

A

Yes.

&

And the difference between- the two was primarily to

reflect the availability cf actual figures for naOf

A

Yes-. I believe that was the reason we had modified our
report was to put nao into the historic period.

(2

And you. dropped an

A

de had previously carried nVQ’.

a

Yes-

A

And we didrr* t have

earlier year from

yourtabulationsf

'

room- for it-r sowe dropped

it.

Now-r one of the things Z note is in your report

dated in May you reflect an advance of funds

transferred front the City in your Case II-A-.
Appendix Z~ 10i of a ntillion dollars and you. do not

reflect such an advance in your new. exhibit.
liJhy notf'

iSibsa
riayben - cross
A

(2

Couldyou tell

me what yearn sirf

Sirf

A

Which year**

(i

1172-

Wait aminute.

Iwant to be sure about that-

L'lTHn Hr. riayben.

So in your exhibit dated in Hay is an advance of

a. millior dollars of funds transferred from the Cityn
whereasT in your brand-new exhibit, you reflect zero

funds advanced from the City.

I want to know what

happened.

A.

r can't ansijjer that from here.

I do have this CPA

wha is prinrartLy working with these, numbers with* men
if at a break Z can talk to hiiwn I think he: can

answer the question.
(3.

The balance sheet that is the same footing as the
other onen and this omission of a million dollars in
funds produced for the Cityn which is a liabilityn

is balanced, by corresponding entries up in Cash and
Other Investments and in Accounts Receivable; and I

will askn when you get the opportunityn to find out

for nre why that change was made.
A

Yes? I certainly will-

12

Nowt in considering that the — excuse men I will
wait while you finish that.

ISnbSH

riayben - crass
{Pause.>

a

In considering why the effect of the payment by the
City of its power bills and other bills were duei

this, is of course included! included payments to the
other City departments-r as well as payments to CEL

and the gas-company and all other suppliers! is that
correct?

A

Yes.

(2

And of course included in these very large accounts
receivable in prior years were very Large receivables

to other City departments! was it not?
A

Yesr sir.-

a.

Now! r want, to ask you a question:

lilhat you did when starting: with the year

with- the accounts payable to the City — accounts
payable by the City to CEI for past-due power in

something over 7QQ!0DQ or flOQ!DnD dollars! w-hich was
actually owed to the City as. reflected by the books,

at year-end 1571? and did you make any assumptions

ir that respect?
I would postulate that it is included in the accounts

payable for/that particular yeari hut I don’t knowIf it was carried forward in the balance sheet

to accounts payable! that is where it would be.

ISikSS

flayben - crosskJelln the accounts — you will note that the accounts

(2

I

payable which you used in Account- II-A for lITl-t
the actual cassi 1-2 shows $EiSL2i00Q of accounts

J
'

payablef
I

I

k

Yes.

<2

And youreflect- in your reconstructed case that

I

substantially that araountt $2-iSti3-.aaO-r and you just
rounded it offf

'

A

Yes.

a

Anct the books show-t
I believe-t that the accounts
t
payable to CEI was something, in excess of

TfiOTODO

some odd dollars irrcLudect in that accounts payable^

A

Yes-

S

Anct the net effect af your leaving that account

■

,

,

payable at the 2.-1/2 million dollar level is to leave

that payable-, at least theoretically-, right there as

a part of the working^ capital available to. FTuny Light?
Theoretically that is where it w-as ensconced.

A-

I

All rightV and you then assumed a

a

million account

payable as existing throughout your reconstructed

A

•

balance sheet period?

|

Yes.

J

.
a

And was it your judgment that a $3 million account

payable was reasonable for a firnr having expenses-i

-i
'

IS.kSb

(layben - cross
cash expenses! of the level of fluny Light! which was

what? — ID or 11 million dollarsf
f
lile felt that that was reasonable! considering the fact

that we. are merely trying, in the- balance sheet to keep
track, of dollars from year-to-year assets and

liabilities!- and. keeping, that static would.- be

reasonable for the purposes of our calculations*
You were thinking about the amount of it and not the
fact that you kept it statlcf
Idell! It certainly was reasonable for 1.572*

And. the 1572 actual balance sheets showed accounts

payable of $^31*7 million^
^375^^ million by my readlng.-

All right*

3 million 757*

All right-

2 million 75^7*

Yes*

And what you. did! in effect!- was to reduce that by
$7DQ!DDDf
YesNow ! Hr*- Hayben! will you tell me if you know if it
is not the fact that the funds available from other

City sources and fluny Light revenues for these working
capital purposes during the. actual period 1571 through

lS,bS7

riayben - cross
n75 — withdraw that.
During the period n71 to 15771 were either sums

provided by permitting accounts payable to other

departments to cumulate, or an amount of

^3i53Li2QDi which was tha amount, of a grant from the
federal Government for" sewer funds which was advanced-

to the nuny Light -- I'm; afraid, my question is
confusing-

hJhat I am trying to establish is that the sole
source, af funds, advanced to the City in the category

denonrinated in your label-» ’’Funds Advanced from the
Cityi"’ were ^3i531-tDD[I. from sewer grant funds which
were advanced, partly in the year 157S. and. partly in

the year li57t-r and the sums which were provided by
permitting accounts payable by ftuny Light to other

departments to accumulatef
Is my question clearf

A;

I believe I understand your question-

I don’t know.

that ta be the factYou could ascertain that-t howeveri from the accounts^

A.

Iilell-r I meani T could, go back through the sales and
find that.
that line.

d

All right-

I meani I could find, something along

iSibsa

Hayben - cross
Until we come to the years 1578 and n75n where
there was a substantial advance from the general fund

to pay off judgmentsn and what I am trying to
establish! Hr. Hayben-t is. whether it isn’t the fact

that advances were made by the City of Cleveland- from

other accounts solely from this sewer fund grant

were permitting accounts payable to other departments
to accumulate! and. I would like you. to' — I realize

you can’t answer that as yau sit there — and I
would appreciate if you would make a similar inquiry
of your accounting experts-

THE COURTi-

Ladies and gentlemen

perhaps this is an opportune time fur our morning
break.

Please keep in mind the Court’s admonition!
and we will be back, shortly

CRecess taken-3*
THE COURT-

You may proceed.-

BY HR- LANSDALE^
d

Hr- Hayberr! did you find out what happened to the
raillion-dollar advanced

A

Yes! r did! Hr- Lansdale-r and this is going- to be an
engineer explaining to. an attorney a fairly complex
accounting treatment but L think I can du it-

lS-.bS5
flayben - cross

The accountants indicated to me that in the

process of dropping 1570 there was an item in Case
I-A Operating Statement under the heading

"Maintenance - General" of $7SiQt3.
Da you. find that?

Now. this is in the May —

d

Yest L do-

A

Nowt the way we treated that in future cases was —
Case IL — and you will noten by the uayi that that
goes up and down.

(S’

Yes-

A

Ue normalized that to a constant $20t000 per year-

In’ the process af dropping. 157Q and going to a-' constant
in LTFl. and thereafter-i w.e had some extra
money left
/
over*

Sa the way they handled that was in the July

reportn Case II-A-« they adjusted the retained earnings

by that figure-

Nowt with respect to the million dollars-,
previously we had a ntillion dollars as transfers from
the City- and some

million H and some thousand

dollars in cash and other investments-.

(S

Yes-.

A

The.accountants tell me this was a matter of fine

tuning! which they like to don so they moved a
million of that cash and other investments.-! they

IS-ibkO .
nayben - cross

actually paid Accounts Payable with that, and eliminated
the million dollars that was in the funds payable

transferred from the- City*
<2

r hear uhat^ you say -i but you didn’t reduce the accounts

payable! you simp.ly reduced the cashf
A

They reduced the cashi and they reduced the- funds

transferred front the City*

Those were the two

balancing amountsd

r think you misspoke when you said they reduced it*
They used it to. reduce the accounts payable^

A

Perhaps L did*- .

CT

ALL r-ight*-

Thank you-

Nowt witlT that reduction of the fund.s advanced
advanced from* the City- by a miLLion doLLars-i I make

the amount of funds advanced from the City which you
hypothesized :from 1577 in excess of those irr fact

advanced in the historic period by about $11. miLLioni

is this correct?"
A

L anr having troubie witk the $11 million*
The numbers that we have with respect to the

accounts payable to other departments are the figures

payable as of 15—31 of whatever year of the audit-»
and those numbers varyi starting in 1573-r of a
nrillion bbS thousand dollars of payables to other

ISnLhl

riayben - cross
departments•
Right.

. i3

A

Rising in nVU to $5nlfllTQ00.

(2

Right.
Noui that is a snapshot in an instant in timen

and the next day

that might tiave been another number?

A

That is correct.

a.

In 1577 it was $7-.k45-.a00?

A

Yes.

(2.

And it goes up and down-i but. you can accumulate it.
over the years.

In any eventi* you show-, an ■ accunrulated. total of

and i haven’t used your new exhibit-, and ;I better get
it out-, in Case II-A- you show., an accumulated total

in 1577 of $3Q-r5a(l-.Qaa?

A

Yes.

(2

And if my calculations are correct-, the cumulative

total for the same period actual was around
^15 million.

Now-, there is no figure on the historic balance

sheets that reflects that figure.

You have to put

together the advances-, and so on?
A

I understand wlrat you put together would be the
11 million shown on the balance sheet plus the grants

lS,bk2.
flay ben - cross

plus, the accounts payable to other departments*

(2

Right*

A

Okay.

a

And alL X want to establish-r Hr* flayben-. without
attempting to tie you down to any proceduresn is

for your Case IT-A you hypothesize a fair amount of

advances’ from the City in addition to those that
were actually'madef

A.

(2

A
d

I believe that is correct*
And: that th.e timing of them was differentf
That is correct.

And you did: not reflect irr the* cost ta fTuny Light any
cost for that money advancenrenti did youf/
Not in* this treatmentt no-

a"

v

And by "'cost advance"’ to the City we meani for
exanrple-t the earnings that the City might have

obtained if it had this amount of money into
investments from its treasury account or the one

handn or the amount of earrings whrch it foregoed

into advancing it toihuny Lightt and you showed no

cost to rtuny Light of this nature.
A.

L showed no cost allocated to fluny Light associated

with those transfers from the Cityn yes-i sir*
d

Nevertheless 1 it is true that some cost was

lS-,bb3
Hay ben - cross
sustained by the City of Cleveland by reason of

these advances to fluny Light?

A

I don’t know that.

a

Idell, you know, that money is not cost-free-i do you
not?*

A

(ilallt I am not sure- what the City does with its money

other than supply the capital necessary to run the
City.

(2

r seei and you were not aware that the City’s

treasury makes short-term investment with the funds
not required from day to day?

A

r am not specifically aware

13

You would assunre-thowever? that

ofthat.fact.

every

reasonably

well-run city would do. that?.

A

Yes.

(3

Thank you.

One more question on those advances and then we
are done with itr
The advances that you have postulated, based, upon

the assumptions that you have made in your reconstructed

case are necessary for the operation of the Huny
Light Plant as you have envisioned it in your
reconstructed case?

A

The cash that is represented by those advances are

Mayben - cross -

necessary to tluny Light to meet its various
obligations! yes.

13

hJelli what you are saying is that if it is going to

meet its .obligations-! those advances are necessary?
A

Yes-

a

rir. ItayberrT in connection with-the construction of
your hypothetical cases — and for convenience I will

refer to your cases Roman II — you-i as you have

s

stated on your direct examinationt made a series of

assumption's concerning the sources of power whi.ck
riuny would use to supply its sales requirement as you

have forecastedf
A

Y es,.

a

And among, those forecasts of power is the emergency

✓

power and sometimes other kinds of power received
front the Cleveland Electric Illuminating Companyi

this is so-I. isn’t itf
A

Yes.

a

And you saw the purchase of a fair amount of what you

have called outage power-i did you notf
A

Yes~

a

And that is-i in effectt emergency powerf

A

It could be an emergency power or it could be
scheduled maintenance power.

ISnbtS

Hayben - cross

<2

In any eventi you have calculated the cost of that

upon the basis af it being charged for as- is
customary in the industry for the sale of emergency
powerT have you notf
And. if you need to look at your working papersn
you. may do so>

A-

Noi we priced' outage power in the reconstruction

cases on the basis of scheduled, maintenance! some
scheduled maintenance and some emergency service! and

w.e arriyed at a- composite' charge for that reflecting

the cost of coal from intrermediate plants and the

cast af fuel ai.1 from, peaking type plants-

(2

You calculated- it as out-of-pocket cost
plus IQ
z
percentT did you- notf

A

Yes! sir-

(2

And. isn’t that the customary charge in the industry
for emergency,service betweer utilities?

A-

hr. Lansdalev my pro-blem with that is that it is also

a manner of costing out scheduled outage power! too.
It’s a question of which units, does it come from'and
. what time of the year and time of day does it come-

But that is a method of usually costing out

emergency power! yes.
13

Co you know how much of that was assumed by you to be

flayberr - cross
emergency power and how much of it was assumed to be
scheduled maintenance?

A

I believe we had about

percent of it was outage

poweri scheduled outage poueri and about S percent
was emergency -

a.

I will ask you if it- isn’t a- fact that irr calculating

the cost you omitted to include Ohio Excise tax?

L appreciate you nright have to look at your

working papers for that and don’t feel you have to do
this at once unless, you wish to.-

I could not find

in your work papers — in your calculations any

charge for- excise.
A

I nright be able to confirm that immediately-

A

AIL right•CShort pause- ?

A

This might take a Little longer than I thought.

A

L’m sure we wilL run tu the noon hour-

If you. wish

to defer it until then-t it’s alL right with me-

Somebody may be sorry ta hear that-

A

ffeg pardon?

d

L say somebody may be sorry to hear that I am confident

of running to the noon hourA-

Yes-

A

fir- flaybeni your determination of the use of CEL’s

ISnbb?

flayben - cross
units as a basis for your calculation of fuel costs

in calculating out-of-pocket cost plus 10 percentn

is this an attempt to represent CEI’s average cost

or what^*
4

No-

Ide were merely trying to arrive at an allowance

for- the cost associated with the outage’ power and we
presumed that such outage power could have been

scheduled! at least for maintenance purposes! during
a period of time at. which CEI’s at least intermediate

plans might have' had some capacity remaining! not, an
indication where the incremental costs migh-t~have

conte from-

Again-r it is merely an allowance for that

particular cost itemCJ

z

I appreciate that but when you talk* about scheduling
the time of it for maintenance purposes! are you

talking about maintenance that can be. done in a day or
a week or talking about a month or a year or whatf

A

bJe are talking about maintenance that can be done in
a week or two and can be selected for the time of

year when the generating facilities of other utilities

might not be fully loaded-

a

I see-

But!- in any event! this kind of power supply!

in effect! comes off of the units! at least
theoretically! which would have to be put into

iSibta.
nayben - cross
operation to supply that power over and above

existing loadi is this not sof
Uelli we presumed it didn’t have to be put into
operationT it was already in operationn there just

was some roonr left*
Ordinarily I irr the industry in the sale of emergency

2

power at out-of-pocket cost plus ID percent-i the

out-of-pocket costs relates to the utility s

incremental cost above the generation therr in use for
its own purposes,-r does it notf
A

GenerallyT yes-t sir-

(f

And this generally meansx. unless thehe is excess
capacity in the units already runningi t^his generally

means a higher-cost unit than those presently being
run for the utility’'s own purposes^

A.

In the industry,- that’s true if outage powfer is
scheduled, ^o as to cause a new unit to be started*

a

Nou, there was a period in L57S,- W7U, I think, when

a substantial amount of emergency power was purchased
by Huny Lights is that not so
I believe so, yes, sir-

(X

And actual charges for that were available to you,
were they notf

4

Yes*

is-ibtl
Hayben - cross
And it was not your judgmentn houeveri that this was

(2

a better source of what actual charges might have

been rather than your calculation as to what
intermediate unit costs would bef

It was my judgment that the way we costed it out

A

would be a more representative way that it would, be
costed under the circumstances of reconstructed

generation -

And. those circumstances were scheduled maintenance

(2

as distinguished from emergency^
UellT with respect to 1575 and — 157k-i at leasti we

A

had e Large unit out of service for retrofitting-r and
we would have presumed that Muny Light w(^ld have

.*

arranged, under a cooperative spirit with CEI for
the' purchase of power, during this period of

retrofitting some short-term, power or something of

that nature*

hie felt the w.ay w-e costed out outage

power was a fair way o.f ^costing what the cost would
be for that particular effort12

All right-

Nowi an important item that you made a

forecast about in your reconstructed cases was the

rehabilitation and retrofitting of the fiS-megawatt
unitf

4

Yesi sir-

lS,b7D
rtayben. - cross

(3

And when in your reconstructed case did the
rehabilitation start?

A

It started as soon as the syncrhonous interconnection

was assumed to be in placen in early n73d

And that, unit — and then you assumed the completion
of the rehabilitation phase in about January of n7S.?

A

I believe soi yesn sir-

a

And then you assumed that the explosion which

actually occurred in- the middle of

L574t

occurred at

tha-t points

A

Yesn sir.

(I

And this required the unit to go out of service while
this explosion-related damage was repairedn and that
took the rest of 1,‘17S.?

A

L believe so-, yes-, sir-

a

And at the corapLetion of that work-, you installed or
retrofitted the desulfurization equipment?

4

Yes-r sir.

a

And that was completed at the end of lT7b?

A

Into 1577..

d

bJhenf

A

1.577.

a

At the end of 1.577?

A

Yes.

IS-.1.71
1
2

riayben - cross
i2

3

So that the big unit in your reconstructed case went

auti was out of service from January of 15731 until

4

the beginning of 1176?

5

A

Yesi sir.

6

d

In facti Lt was five years*

7

Now.-r tn this rehabilitation work you estimated

3
9

O'

the cost of $2 million 7i aboutf

A

Yesi sir.

(3

And tell, me how did you assume this, would be done.i

L

by contractors-r by lluny Light personnel i or whatf

2

I believe- the cost estinrates reflected there would

3

be some contractor labor and there would be riuny

1- ■

Light personnel*

3

In our calculation we* had some of the operating

3

maintenance personal taken out of expenses and put

r
i

onto capital*
/

d

And who would have been in charge of the work — an

I don’"t know*

(3

You made no assumption about that?

k.

No*

L

I

I

outside person or fluny Lightt or what?’
r

I

z

This was a pTani basicallyi that Hr* Hinchee

put togetheri and we merely used the cost estimates
that were reflected in that plan.

d

Do you know whether Mr. Hinchee decided to do that

iSitva

Hayben - cross

himself-i or whether he was going to hire somebody^
A

I don’t recall what he intended to do on that-

<2

Do I understand then that this rehabilitation plan
represents fir-

A

Hinchee’s work?

lileLlt yes.:

The rehabilitation plan that we used, was the one
that was basically reflected in FIELP’s attempt to

sell bonds in n74-r'and. that was basically HELP’S
plans for rehabilitation-

i2

And this plan was authored by Hr- Hinchee?

A

Yesi- he and his staff.

d

And w-ere those plans sufficiently advanced or detailed
far you to know, how it was to be carried ,out?
z

A

One of my partners-i John Rossi•» who is in charge of

the power plant, design in Denvern visited the plant
and Looked at the rehabilitation plans that were to
z

take place-T and he interviewed many of the people who

w-ere responsible for various portions of the plani

including what was to be done and howi and the

scheduling and the cost estimates! and we did look at
it to satisfy ourselves that what they were intending
to do could be accomplished.

d

I seei and you assumed that this would be done in an

efficient and workmanlike manner! I take it?

15-.L73

Mayben - cross
A

I assumed that it would be done consistent with the
plans that reflected the costs that we used.

(3

tilelln Mr. tlayben-i I have forgotten whether you
brought this, out in your testimony here or noti buti

for exarapleT the interconnection which you
hypothesized being, done beginning in July of 15731 you assumed that that would be done or could be done

in Ifr months -, as I recal If

A

Yes-r sir.

d

And. that represented your estimate of the period of

time in which- this could be done if the people

involved;-I- both fTuny Light and. CEIi worked efficiently
and with’ a sense of urgencyi L believe?
A

Yes-i sir.

(2.

And it didn't necessarily represent your opinion — it

does not represent your opinion necessarily that
this is what would actually have occurred in the
construction of such an interconnection?

A

IdellT I anr generally fanriliar with what actually
occurred at a different time frame-, but it does

represent my opinion as to what could occur.

(1

And similarly-, does your estimate of the time and

money involved in the rehabilitation program represent

what could have been done?

1S-.L7.4

1
2
3

riayben - cross

h

Yesi sir.

a

And does it represent your opinion as to what would

4

have been done under fir.

5

the program gona ahead during the period that you

6

envisioned — withdraw, that question.

7

Because fir. Hinches — welli he was there in the

8

9
.0

year 15731 wasn't hef
r beg pardon?

i3

L started to correct myself because I was remembering

' wher fir- Hinchee Left.

.2

nr- Hinchee left at the end of 1573.

.3

Uhat I was about to put to you was whether you

4

exercised- any judgment as to the spee;i and manner in

5

which" this would have been done under the circumstances

6

of personnel and manning actually existing beginning

1

in January of 157'3-i or didn't, you pay any attention

8

0L

2
3

t
3

'

A

.1

9-

Hinchee’s supervision had

to that?
A.

No-

life presumed tbat fir.

Hinchee would have been the

same manager on board.

It was basically under his direction that the plan

for the rehabilitation that was attempted to. be funded

in 1574- was preparedt and it would be the same fir.
Hinchee that we would have assumed would have carried

it out under Case II-A in 1573-

lSib7S

flayben - cross

fl.

0 kay•
Noui the explosion which occurred in fact —

withdraw that.
The explosion in fact occurred in mid-1574T did

i-t notf
A

L believe so-r yes-

fl.

And are you. familiar with the repairs to that damage
which were initiated by fluny Light,?

A-

No-

I am not familiar with the actual work that went

on

fl

Are you familiar — withdraw- that-

You are fanriLiar with the facts■« are you not-, that,

the work, ta repair the explosion did not/begin until
sonre six months after the explosion occurred?
A

E am’ not familiar with that precise date of the
starting-, no-, sir.

fl

You do remember that it was substantially delayed after

the occurrence?
A

Yes.-. I recall that.

fl

And are you aware o.f the course of that repair work
as it actually occurred?

A

No-r sir-, not in any detail.

fl

You are aware-, are you not-, that, the work proceeded
from the time when it was started until early 1175-, and

lS,k7t

riayben - cross
dd you have any knowledge as to how much money was
expended on the repair workf

A

No T I don’t.

(2

I beg your pardon?

A

No-r L do not-

I understood; it was covered by

insurance! so-we did not attempt to show any cost
associated- with it.

a

I appreciate thati but did you make any investigation

of the costs actually incurred' in making the repairs?
A

Not sir.

a

And you did not feel that the cost actually incurred

irr making the explosion had actually occurred

would be at valid guide to the expenses which you
should put in your studyf*
A

No.

We assumed that the cost of repair was covered

hy insurance! and therefore there was no incremental

cost for the rehabilitation and repair.

a

You, misunderstood men. ITr. ITayberr.
You do have in your — withdraw, that.
You do not have any costs in your study for the

repair of the explosionf

A

That is correct.

a

— because you. assumed that it would be covered by

insurance?'

ISnb??
riayben - cross

A

Yes.

13

Uy question isi did you examine the actual expenses

of riuny Light as to the extent to which the insurance

payments were adequata to make the repairs?

A

No 1 I did not.

d

Did you not think it relevant to your assumption of
the availability of insurance to complete the
repairs to find oat what actually happened when the
expiCTsion did in fact occur?

A

t presumed that the insurance would cover it.

fl

But do you know whether the insurance in fact

ceverect it?'
A

Nov I do not-

fl

D.q

you understand that it was relevant to your

exercise of judgment as ta whether the insurance

would cover itt what the facts^were when the

explosion actually occurred?
A

Na.

riy assumption was that it would be. repaired

within the insurance coverage.

fl

And what was the’ basis of that assumption?

A

That they would have the coverage necessary to cover

the repairs.
fl

You just assumed that this would be so?

A

Yes-r sir.

iSikva

1
2

riayben - crass

<3

3

4

that this would be sof
A

5

6

<2

eventf
A

10

adequate*
<2

L3-

17

A

22

And what was the basis of thatf

A

I think that is the basis of ray conversations with

people at the time the explosion occurred-! that they
felt that it could be done in that amount of time*
(2

Idas it in fact done in that amount of timef

A

I do n ’ t kno w •

i2

You. know, for a fact that the large unit repairs were

23

24
25

I assunred a year's time*

(2

19

21

what assumptions did you, make in determining the

repairs: because of the explosion^

L8

20

Nowt

period of time: that would be required to make the

14

15

Uelln I knew, that they had the boiler covered for
fire and explosionn and I presumed that it was

11

15

And. yoLt did not make, any investigation* as to the;

insurance that Huny Light actually had in the actual

8

12

liielln most utilities carry insurance of this type to

cover that . kind, of damage-

r

9

You have no other basis for the. exercise of judgment

never in fact completedn do you notf
A

L understand that-r yes*

(2

And what assumptions did you make-> if any-i with

1S.-.L75
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respect to the protection of the turbine generator,
during the period when the repairs to the explosion!

ta that exploded boiler was in progress^
A

hie would have assumed that the turbine generator

would have been protected,.
(2

And you knew what the fact was in actual f’actf

A

hlelln in actual fact, the turbine generator! I believe!
was, opened up and was not mothballed for that period
of time. 1. ‘ However! that was because of the events

that had actually occurred as opposed to the events
that w-e assumed had occurred.

(2

Tell me tirore about that.

A

hie had assumed that the plant had been brought back
into operation prior to the* explosion and the* turbine •
generator was not opened up at the time of the

explosion! therefore! the mothballing would not have
been a difficult item.

(2

hlould not have been a whatf

A

A difficult item.

(2

And you are assuming tkis was too difficult a job to

perfornr in the actual factf

I mean what’s the

difficulty have to do with whether it is done or not!
Hr. Haybenf

4

It’s my understanding that the turbine generator or

riayben - cross

the turbine had been opened up.

In our assumed

reconstruction rehabilitated case we assumed it was
not opened because’ of the explosion.

There would have

been no reason to go into the turbine and open it up
because of the- explosion.

Are you telling’ me- tha-t the generator was open' when the
explosion occurred?

No -I I. am not.
Of course not.

Sa that at the time of the explosion

and when the boiler went out of service because of the

explosion- the generator was not open-i was it?
' Thaf^s correct.
And it is a fact that nobody bothered’, to- install any

protection against steam leaking into the idle

turbinen you know that to be the facti do you not?
r have heard that-r yes.
And you know the fact to be that because of the

exh-austior of the heating plant steam into the

condenser of the turbine-, that steam leaked into the
turbine continually during the time from the time it

shut, down in mid-L57H for a substantial period of
timer do you not?
r don’t know what the pSth of the steam was to it.
The one you have just described is a path it could

1
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2

3

have taken.
(3

In any eventn Fir. flaybeni substantial damage was done

4

to the turbine by steam leaking into itl*

5
6

A

I do not know. that.

(2

You don-’t know- that.

7

fTy question isn what is the- basis of your

8

assumption that the Muny Light personnel would be any

9

more alert and careful in January of 1575 than they

0
were in fact in June of
1

A

L assumed that they would have prevented the steam

2
from getting to the turbine during —

3

(2

You assumed that.

A

— the repair of the explosioni yes.

fl’

And you have no basis for the judgment as to why

4

/

5
6
circumstances under your hypothesis of the alertness
1
of the personnel would have been any different than

8

they were in fact in mid-n7Mf
9

A

No.

fl

And in point of facti fir. flaybenn the repair and

0

1

rehabilitation of the large unit was abandoned because

2

of the extent of the damage which had been allowed to
3
occur to the turbine during this long interval
4*

following- the explosion in 1*17Hi you know that to be
S’

the facti do you notf

is-.kaa
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A

I don’t know those facts-

13

Do you know some different facts?

A

NoT I do not-

<2

You do not-

All rights

Nowt after your assumption of the completion

o:f the explosion-related, repairn you proceeded to
install the pollution equipment and that was the kind
or equipment known as desulfurization?

A

Yes-

(2

Is: there abetter

A

Scrubber.

i2

Uhat is thein-rranre?*Scrubber?

A-

Scrub ber T yes-

(2.

name

for it?

As I understand it-r you' utilized for the capital cost

an estimate that you had made in 1.57fci for the City
quite independently of any study /that we are dealing
uith in this case?

A

Yesn sir-

fl

At that time had your firm had experience in installing

such scrubbers?

This was early on when you were in

the —

A

I don’t know the specific experience-

fly recollection

is we had installed one in Key Uesti Floridan but I
don’t know — Not very many people had the experience

lS,bfl3
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with scrubbers at that time.

i3

At that time?

A

Yes-1 sir.
At that time-was in Wk-. I believe-, when you made

i2

your estimate?^
Thafs correct.

A

In the few years thereafter there was a fair amount

of experience obtained* in the construction of such

'

scrubbers?'
A

I believe soi yes.

d

Are you familiar with the study made under the.
supervision- of the Environmental Protection Agency

in- Wfi or L'lT'T on the actual experience in
construction of such units in Ohio?*

A

Noi sir-. I am not.

d

And whether your people who you rely on for such
things — I take it you don’t know at the time?

A

I don’t know- if they would know about that.

They

keep abreast of environmental developments.

1 would

expect, they would have had a look at that after its
/

publication sometime.

d

And whether they examined this study
way-, I was looking for my notes.

whiclr-, by the

I’m talking about

a study entitled-, ’’Engineering Study for Ohio Coal-Burning

IS-, tan
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Power Plants-! final report 76-311-1 tlarch-i nTT-."
prepared for the U-S-

Environmental Protection

Agency by a company called Accurex-i A-c-c-u-r-e-x-i
and JACA Corporation-! J-A-C-A-i and if you will make

a note-T you may want to inquire whether your people
are aware of that study.

By the way-i you testified — excuse me.

You

can get it from the record or I will give it to you
again.

You want me to repeat itf

A-

No T no-! that’s ail right.

<2

By the way-, you testified yesterday in connection or
as a. result of the installation of the scrubber you

hact derated the big unit.
r take it you nrean by that that you had assumed
less, energy available for sale from the big unit than

would otherwise be availablef
A

Yes-, sir.

(2

And.- is this the energy to- operate the scrubber or
whatf

A

Yes-i- it’s the station requirements-! additional

station requirements associated, with the scrubber.
(2

For electric energyf

A

Yes-, sir.

<2

Now-. Hr.

Hayber-, you mentioned in your testimony

IS^kfiS
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yesterday that' your people had advised you as to the
additional personnel required to operate the scrubber.
Did I hear you correctly!’

A

No.

They did not advise me orr that.

They advised me

as to the number of personnel they thought would be

necessary to op-erate the plant.

<2

And is your belief they included in that the
personnel to. operate the scrubberf^

A

Yesi sir.
I wish you would over the noon hour examine your

work papers on thisv Hr. Hayben-. because we cannot
find in your- work papers any expenses for the

operation of the scrubber and L want to ask you a. few

questions about it.
A

Okay.

(1

The existence of the scrubber would require substantial
amounts of limestone-i for exampte-i would it notf

A

I believe this is a- Venturi scrubber.

I don’t

believe it will.

d

Beg your pardonf

A

A Venturi scrubber.

I will have to check which cost

estinrates were used.

(3

And it is your belief limestone is not required^
bIhat is required with a Venturi scrubber as

J1.S 1 Li A (a
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distinguished from another scrubber?

A

I will have to check to see which one was used.

I am not an environmental pollution control expertI will have to see which cost estimate was used
to see whati if anyi materials, were required(2

Idhether or not it’s a Venturi scrubber or whether it's

-some other kindi considerable amounts of — I hesitate
to use any colorful termn- but considerable amounts of

material are derived from taking the sulfur out of

the effluent from the boileri is this net, true?
yes-

A

I believe

fl

And this is. accomp-lished by combining the sulfur with

so.t

other nraterials such- as limestone and tbs- like?
That is a method-, yes-,

A

Yes-

fl-

That is a method-

And whether this method was used

or not-r you don't know?'

A

No 1 r don’t.

fl

I suggest, to you. that you will find it is the method

used and, if it isi expenses would be required in

connection with the material such as the- limestone

used in the scrubber and you. would have the expense
of the removal of the sludgen would you not?
A

Yes-

fl

And the like?

lS-.Lfl7
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A

Yes.

(S'

(dill you please examine your work papers and find for

me the expenses of the operation of the scrubberf

A

Yes.

(J

Nout in that connection in CEI Exhibit 1505-, which

happens to be — you don’t have..to get this out at the

momenta I just merely want to call your attention to

£!► — which happens to. be the City’s capital

improvement program for 1'177 to naa. there appears
funds for — in the section covering the tluny . Light

Plant a proposal for capital to construct
anti-pollution equipment an the big. unit and an

estimate of the extra cost of operating and included
at page V.-7 af that document, under Project SlDEft
entitled "Power Plant Stack Gas -CSulfur Oxides
Removal!-" is a statement which says that the

Division is required to install equipment to remove

sulfur oxides from its plant and something- about it-r

and then it says this:
"Typical present costs for .’flue gas

desulfurization’ or sulfur oxides emission control

range from- ^SQ per KhJ of installed capacity for
equipment and installation costs and E mils per

KbJH to H mils per KUH for annualized operating

iSnkaa
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expenses."
tly question! fir- Hayben i is did your firm

advise the City as to the expected operating costs

for operating such equipment in your recommendation

made to the City at or about kTVbf
L would have to review that report to seeI appreciate you would and that's why I am asking you

now as we approach the noon hour.

HR. LANS]>ALE:

If your Honor

please! I think this would be a good place to

quit.
THE COURT:

Ladies and. gentlemen

it is; the noon hour and time to g^^o to lunch! so

we will go to luncd and. return here at, li3II
and. resume-

Please during the. rqcess keep in mind the

Court’s admonitions•CLuncheor recess taken. 1

1

FRIDAY-, AUGUST 23-, nflli 1: 4S O’CLOCK P . H .

2

3

THE COURT:

4

Bring in the jury.

<The. jury was seated in the jury box and

5

the trial continued as follows:!

6

THE COURTS

7

You. may proceed-i

Hr. Lansdale-

3

9
0

CROSS-EXAHINATION OF UILLIAH R. HAYBEN -CResumed!

L
2

3

BY HR. LANSDALE:
a

4

q.uestion af the expenses of'operating The

5
5
r

J
)
)

Hr- Hayben-, did you get a chance to look, at the

desulfurization- equipment?

A

Yes-, I did-

a

And did you

A

Yes-, sir.

a

Point out tome where-

A-

L

find those?^

Tn what was known as Volume No.

4 of our work papers. —

r am sorry — under Tab- No- L.

»

I

r

a

OkayV Tab. No- t-

Yes-, sir-, follaw.ing the two-page notes there is a
fold-out sheet which is headed at the top-, "1571-,

Damage. Period-, Double- A Series."

ISnUIO

1
2
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a
A

Yesi sir.
And on this sheet and on a subsequent sheet-i
the next fold-outn' are the per-unit factors which
we used, for the operation and the maintenance of

power production facilities.

8

d

Yest sir.

k

And we acknowledge that with the installation of the
I
scrubbers that the operation and maintenance costs

9

LQ
LL

L2

would: ga up-i and they are. reflected in two places.
<2

• A

LJ

kilowatt of operations in 1.577 from:

:.5

due to inflation and due to the installation of
scrubbers.

<2.

.9

I’m. sorry►

I haven’t found the correct headingi I

guess-

Lo:

‘4

per kilowatt

to* 47.till per kilowattT and. that increase is partly

.7

:3'

You look under 1577 and 157&-« under "Capacity Fixedn"
and yau will nota that we raised the cost per

L4

.a

Do. I look under the year 1.577 or 157af

It’s the second line up fronr the bottom.

(2

nine is not a pull-out sheet.

A

I’nr sorry..

i2

It’s been reduced^ apparently! and I looked at 1571

damage period.

It says "Roman II 31SQ EPI-nX”’

ISnb'll
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Yes.

u-ia-aa..
M-ii-ao.

4-ii-aaf
Yes;.

If you would, go to the line two up from the

bottom —
Idhat’s the linef

35"Fixed”?
Yesn sir.

And if you go across —

It goes from 4.3 to 7f

Yest sir.
7.5*

That’s your fixed cost..

All right.

That’s, of operation.

Variable costsi however-t don’t seem to change much.
Welly I can go into this in a ^moment.
AIL right.
If you. go to two pages subsequentn which is a
similar tabulation pagen there is a page in between

the two with some handwriting on it and then there’s
another tabulation pageklelln the only pages I have are two pages that are
not turned that wayi- are as late as ’Ta-’TT.

Perhaps I better give you my booki if it’s all

lS-.b12
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right with his Honorn and let you —
THE COURT:

i3

AIL right.

A

Sorry.

Go ahead.

It wouldn’t be this page.

It would be the

very next page which- contains a similar fixed
notation.

a

Yes.

A

And. you will note that from 1177 we had a maintenance
cost of 7.14-1- raising in 1576 to 12.Sb.

<2

Right.

A

Again-r that's to reflect the scrubber equipment and
inflation.

(2

I appreciate that-r but your variable cos.ts appear to
vary only irr a modest degree-

A

Ide 11-I we put all the scrubber cost-i with the exception

of fuel-r into the fixed component.
(2

And you put the costs such as things like the
purchase of limestone-r the hauling, away of the

!

sludge 1 you put that into fixed?
A

That’s where that would show up on the allowance
sheet-i fixed costs.

i

(2

The fixed costs?

I

A

Yes-i sir.

■

(2

Although they would indeed be variable-i would they not?

1

flayben - cross

2

A

3

operation.

5

(3

6

increase in cost from the operation of the

9

anti-pollution equipment?

LO

\

r have a copy of the report which was prepared and

-1
.2

.3

submitted to the City of Cleveland and it outlined

;

the various alternatives open to them.

J

We did mention in the report the operating

.4

'j

aspects of the Venturi scrubber sluri*^ system but

5

there are nc costs mentioneti here^

6

The only costs

we mentioned here are initial capital costs

1

associated with this.
(3

9

0
L
2

3

Nou-i are you able to tell me whether your

Cleveland or gave Cleveland advice as to the probable

8

t

All right.

firm, in n7bi or whenever! made, a recommendation to

1

3

Ue put them

there to indicate the effects of the scrubber

4

8

bJelli it depends on where you put them-

,

j

|

''j

I didn’t find any costs in that reporti either.

1

But you have no knowledge as to the origin of those

I

estimated operating costs which I invited your

I

attention to in the City’s capital improvement

I
11
I

program?
A

Not sir, I don’t.

fl

All right.

Nowt in the determination of your

reconstructed casesi both historical and futuren

nl
^'1
I
I I

ISitHM
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you included certain capital cost additionsi..dild you
notT such as the ongoingn what I think of normal
additions to the distribution system and the like?

A

Ue included capital additions associated with
specific projects that we included in our engineering
model-

Ue included somei what we called

extraordinary modernization of the distribution

system.

'

Ide did not include cash requirements or what
would be normal renewals and replacement of the

distribution system because it would have been put

into all cases andt since we were merely comparing
the net revenues of alternate casesi ,i*ie would have
netted those figures outi so we elected not to put

those kinds of figures in.

(2

All right.

And you hypothecated — that’s a bad

word ‘— you estimated all capital additions and
capital expenditures which you- felt were necessary

to be- made in connection with the projection you

made of the reconstructed historic case and future
case; is that a fair statements
I

A

Ide tried to exercise caution to not require capital

improvements that would have distorted the
differential between the base case.and the

lS-.b=1S
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reconstructed cases which had nothing to do with the

three actions, that Dr» Uein told me to take into
consideration

fl

And in any everttn howeveri you included all costs
that you felt essential to make youri both

reconstructed and future case reasonable and
feasiblef

A

Not sir.

Again-i I only included those costs which I
felt were depicting the engineering model of the

reconstructed cases.^
There were some other costs we- did not incLude

because they would- have been showing up on. all
casesT and therefore netting, out.
fl

For example-* we find no capital dollars spent on the

big unit after 1'175.

Is that a reasonable

assumption; is that in the category that you

mentioned^
A

No►

I anr quite certain there would be renewals and

replacements on that unit on out through the study

period.
fl

You think it is reasonable-* however-* to have
omitted themf

A

We kept it out of all of the cases..

ISitlb
(3

[del 11 sir, they were not' in the base case at alli

were they — I meani the big unit?

A

No.

£2

The big unit is not operated in the base cassi is
itr

A

Tha-t is. correct •

a

And do you believe that the big unit could be

successfully operated throughout the life that you
postulated in your estimated reconstructed cases

without having any capitalizations?
A

lilelli assuming that there were no major' modifications

or retrofitting! we have allowances for operations
and. maintenance which includes keeping the plant

running. .

a

You just indicated to mei I thought-r a few moments

ago! that you would have expected in normal course

some capital additions to it.

Did I hear you

correctly?
A

r said there would be some renewals and replacements.

It. is a matter~of. how you account for them.

You

either expense them or pay for them out of the
depreciation,

ble did have an allowance for

depreciation.
a

By the wayi in that context! you had the older
plant discontinued in 1577?

IS’.t'l?
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A

Yes.

i2 .

HowevePi it appears to us that you depreciated that
plant at a regular 3 percent-

Should it not have

been depreciated out completely by l’177f
A

Perhaps it should have- irr actual practice by the

City; houever-i to hava depreciated, it out in the
alternative cases would have reduced the expenses

of the alternative cases and cJver-inflated the
difference in* the net revenues^ so we felt it was

appropriate tn treat it like the City was treating

it in both the base case and the alternative cases.
I?

It would have substantially increased the expenses
during the short life of those two* units to have

appreciated it out fullyf^
A

liJell-, if you depreciated it in one year-t that is
true-» the City didn’t do thatn and hasn’t done that-

fl

Shouldn’t the rehabilitation capital expenditures be
depreciated over some shorter period than the full

life of the unitf

A

Uell-i perhaps it was.
lile are using a composite depreciation rate of

the entire system rather than attempting to go in

and depreciate various and sundry itemslonger life and some shorter.

Some had

iSib^a
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(3

Okayi sirIn any event i we do not find either — withdraw
that-

In the base case you have a second interconnection
which is presently under construction and you assume

to be completed at the end of this year or next yearf

A

L believe the end of this year.

(2 '

You did not include any second interconnection in your
reconstructed base casei did youf

, A

(2.

A
C2

No 1 sir.

And that was because you felt that it was not needed?
Yes.

Going, back for a moment ta the cost th’at you pointed

out to. me in your work papers on the scrubberst is

there any way that we can ascertain from your work

papers how much you added to your fixed cost for —
I know we can telL the gross figure-i but I mean the

elements that make up these costs attributable to

the scrubbers?
A

I attempted to do that-i and the way that I did that
'was that I took what the llVfi operation and

maintenance factors wersi and I subtracted from that
the 1577 operation and maintenance factorsn and I
came up with a difference of approximately

a

is-.b’n
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per kilowatt.
bJhen I-multiplied, that out times the aSiDDO
I

kilowatts of the nameplate of the machinery! I came
up with 74fl-.aDD.

Nowi 74a!Q0D divided by the kilowatt hours that

were produced in l».‘17ft! which is. some BTQiQDQ. megawatt
hoursi is about 1.^1 mills for the increased operation

and maintenance expenses.

Ue also looked at how we modified the efficiency

of the net output of the unitt reflecting the
effects of the scrubberst and we found that
approximately IQ percent more fuel would beconsumed by virtue of the operation of the scrubbersn
/
and that IQ percent more fuel added about L.tfl. mills
per kilowatt hours-r to give the 3'.-^ mills per

kilowatt hours that you could identify as having
z

been caused by the eslstence of the scrubbers
other than the fixed CQStSi L meani the ownership

cost ►

(2

r appreciate that.

HoweverT it appears to me that

whoever did this for you simply didn't put his hand

orr his head and sayn "Gee whiz-r fi.fl per kilowatt —"
L assume that he had some rational basis for

arriving at a figure! and my question ist can we

1S-.7D0
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.

find anywhere in your work papers the rationalization

for this?

A

Ue indicated thati in the work papers-i that the

plant needed to have its labor factor increased by
approximately 1.5 times to reflect the labor
inefficiencies of HELP and reflect the existence of
the scrubbers, and we took that factor and used it

in arriving at the changes in the fixed costs
associated with the scrubbers, and that is how we

arrived at the change in the fixed costs.
i3

fir. flay ben, I have that sheet, your work papers, here
somewhere, but it is my recollection that you. took
fir. Porter's estimate of 55, or some odd people

needed ta operate the old plant, and you. found
that riuny actually used one and. a half times that

amount?"
A

Yes.

(3

And you said that is what you called an

inefficiency factorf
A

And we also attributed it to- the scrubbers.

a

Mot that particular calculation, fir- flay ben, in

the calculation in which you derived the 1-1/E
Then on the next line you will find that you took
fTr. Porter's estimate of MQ some odd people — and I

15,701

1
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2

can't find it right at this moment -- but it was 47,

3

Lthink, and you-multiplied tha� by·the selfsame

4

1-1/2, and -- well, here it is.

5

And then you said the inefficiency· level of

6

1-1/2 for inefficiency and additional labor?

7
8

Yes..
Q

of 49 p-eople. to get 74.

10

Now, however, it is true, is it not, that the

11

1�11a is de�ived by the comparison between the people

12

required to operate the old part of the plant and the

,13

people actuall� used to operate. it, which did not

14

include. any ac�ivity for desulfuriza;�on?

15

It was ou� judgment the 1.5.was a reasonable reflection

16

af the inefficiency associated with operating the ne�

17
18

unit and the scrubbers.
Q

19
A

21.

Q

23
2425

And the inefficiencies that you are talking apout is
the proclivity of MELP- to overstaff its plant?

20
22

So you took one and a half times Mr. Porter's estimate

Mr. Mayben, in you� calculations of damages you have
in you� exhibit the tabulation called "Beck Table 2-"
And �ill you take ·a look at that, and under the
heading for Cases. III-A and III-F you show a

calculation of an amount of $12,002,D □□•

Do you find

15,702
L
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2..

that?

3

A

4

Yes,• sir.

Q

And that is your calculation of the damages, or

5

stated .another way, your· calculation ·of the

6

cumulated net revenue which you estimate Muny Light

T

would have had through 1988 if it had the added

8

sales by the 1,800-some-odd customers that Dr. Wein

9

gave you as the alleged amount that CEI had wrongfully

LO
tl
1.2

taken away from Muny Light;· is that correct?A

Yes, sir.

Q

·And Dr. Wein, who makes the calculation for a further

13'

future periodT �988 through the year 2000,

14

r

think

adds t.o that about b-1/2 .million addit�onal do.llars ..

lS

Do you recall that�

16

A

1.7

I read »r. Wein's report.

Q

Well., would:. you accept that figure for the moment?·

A

�ureiy.

I.8

You. nray l.aok it up if you choose.
Now.,. what

Zl

r

want to. ask yau is, I calculate that

that amounts to a calculation of roughly $10,000 per

22

customer?

21

A

I haven't made that calculation.

24

Q,

If you 6ivide 1,800 into it,- that gives you that,

25

and also -- and I picked 1973 as the-year

and that

15,703
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additional revenue that you calculated would have

3

. beerr obtained in -the year 1973 fran these 1,800

4

customers is about $900,000-

5

Will you verify that without the necessity of

6
7

being 100 percent precise abdut it�
A

Irr subtracting the estimated operating revenues of

8

Case III-A of $2O,95U,000 from the actual operating

9

revenues of Case I-A in tha-t same year of
20 million approximately 700 thousand dollars, I
come up with roughly $250,000 difference in revenues,

12
13'

if I understand your questionCl

What I'� trying. to find out is for that specific
yea� what the additional revenues would have been
obtained which w.as. the reven�e that you used for

r-16

accumulating it for the entire year to. arrive at

· . ·1
7

th� $12 million ten thousand difference that is
shown under your tabulation on that Table 2 •

. 19

A

Well, the-. tabulatiorr on that page is· the. difference

2·0

in net revenues between Case I-A and Case III-A in

2.1 ,

the historic period, the difference is net revenues

22

year by yea�.

23

Well, it's. the gross. revenues attributable to them

24

I realize its net revenues, but the gross revenues

25

you said $SU,00U net..

The gross would have been

15,704
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2
f.3

around $900,000, wouldn't it?
A

I will. accept that,_. .:.subject to checking.

Q

My question is, d on't you find that a valuation of

5

$10,000 per customer is rather high'for the value

,6

of customers with an annual revenue of around
$900, □0U of �,800 customers?

8

A

Well, of course, the additional $900,000 of revenues
in· that particula� year are comprised of the

LO

various additional customers that Dr- Wein told us

Ll

tcr assume would have been retained or would have

L2

been served, and the $10,000 is the average over a

L3

long period

L4

the rates change over time.

LS.

In 1,973. I.Ile were probabiy at- the. lowest rates

L6
L7

or time and it is a function of ho�

as compared to 198& and on out into tha future.
Q.

Well, Mr !" Mayben, it"s not unusµal, is it, for there
to be purchases and sales among public utilities
whether municipally-owned or privately-owned of

20

c9s'tomers and associated distribution products; is

21.

this not so?"

22

A

That's true.

23

Q.

And the· valuation associated· in such purchases within

24
25

certain limits are fairly well accepted, are they not?
A

Well, if yo� are speaking of residential customers,

1.5 , 705
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3

5
6
7
8
9

MR. LANSDALE:
MS. COLEM-AN:
is using according to

It isn't?
that Mr- Lansdale

--

MR. LANSD.ALE:

You are looking at

the- wrong -M�- COLEMAN:

- -- report.

MR. LAN.SDALE:

You are looking at the

earlier report, but I don't think it makes an9
difference.

I don't think it makes any

diff�rence- but what's the other one?
MS.. COLEMAN:

All right.

I will

check the other one.
LS

Lo
L7

La

'°

Th� report is intended to mea1ure.damage,
not custome� exchanges� and I object to l�ading
us off into testim ony about values of customers
fo.r· the purpose of sales.
The manner in which the damages here are
computed has been described as relating to the
revenues. deriving from tha customers which
derives from the expenses to ser ve them , and I

2l

think it is far afield to talk about the- purchase
and sale of customers.

It has nothing to do with

this case.
MR. LANSDALE:

I disagree with that.

15,707
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I appreciate what this figure is, that is
to-say, accumulated estimated net revenue of some
20-some odd years but there's no rule that says
that's. the rule of damage.

I think markei value

is a more correct meausre of damage.
MS:. CO LEr-tA N :.

WellT the la� clearl�

provides you can go about the measure of damages
in a�y number'of ways and not to use the values
THE COURi:

We 11 ,. t hat 's true ,

but he's. not precluded fram. goin g into an area
ta show there are other ways which obviously �ill
b.e- more favorable. to the defen dant's. case of
computing damages.

I mean just be_cause- he

te�tified to one method.does not necessarily mean
-or does it foreclose eliciting fro� hi� the
8

'.a
0

feasibility of using·other-,methods.

And· I

assume that that's wh�t. you. are trying to dol"tR. LANS.DALE:

Yes..

rt�. CO LEM AN:

It's not his

Yes •.

testimony, I don't believe, that he was the one
who selected this approach and he's being held
ac:.c:cruntable for the. choice- of the. approaches
or- cross.-examined on those he didn't use in
accordance with instruction s given-

15,708
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THE COURT:

I appreciate the fact

that he can't attest to the validity of the choice
but we can develop other areas on a hypothe�ical
basis-

After all, the whole thrust of his

testimony is predicated upon assumpt ions that he
either made or assumptions or information that he
was required to accept as true and upon that he
formulated certain opinjons to which he testrfiedNow, if I follow ·his testimony, the
defendant� are attempting to show, number ona,
that thera are other methods upon which or from
which you. c:an compute damages ..
rtS.. CO.LEM AN�

What �r- Lansdale

seems ta be saying is t.hat process out of which
the directions to Mr- Mayben came should have
been done a different way and some other people
should hava made: a different decisionTHE COURT:

Very true

MR .. LANSDALE:

That' s. right.

THE COURT·:.

And this man's an

�

expert, ·a qualified ex�ert, and a very competent

�

orieT I must say, and ha certainly is qualified

4·

to express opinions predicated upon hypothetical
facts that would discount the hypothetical facts

15,709
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.2

that he assumed .

3

I wish we were still op�rating under the old

4

rules of evidence where you couldn't get int�

5

the hypothecations until the evidence was in

6

before• you testified, but we are not, so I will

·7

have to overrule the abjection.

8

{End of bench conference.}
THE COURT:

1.

A
'4,

.7

Q

2
3.

It may have beerr in

I suggest that the multipliers in the range of 3.5
to b a�e typical for distribution properties which
are being sold outrightT that is•to say, 3.5 ta

9-

l

don't know that I �an recall-

distribution- type, customer..

8

.0

r

{Question read by the reporter.}

the neighborhood of $6,000 to $7,000 f a� a typical

5·
6.

Read the last question.

(

2.

You may proceed.

five ti�es annual revenues •
A

hlell, this was for distribution systems -. If I know which paper you are· speaking about

MR- LANSDALE.:-

Kathy, w ill you hand

the �i tness CEI Exhibit 692?
THE COURT�

What is that again?

MR .. LANSDALE:

b92.

15,710
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2
3
4

{The exhibit was placed before the witness.}
A

figures we were using in there were reflecting the

5

experience that I was having in negotiating the

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13

transaction associated �ith fringa area propertiesQ

Yes., sir.

A

And they were primarily of a residential·nature-

Q

Well, you have somethinb here for'commercial.
stick ta residential.
Fine •.

�

What would you say would be a typical revenue
multiplier- in· your" judgment for valuing residential
property, residential customers and associated

15

distribution equipment�
A

17

'

At that time frame?
Yes.-

A

I presume it was 3.5 to 5 times ir that�s what I said
at that tima-

� 21
�22

t:t 23

:z4

f25

Let's

That's all right with me-

A

14

'18

At the time I was preparing this particular paper the

a

That was the _experience I was

incurr-ing.
Will you pleasa look to page 16?

A

Of my repor-t, sir, or- this. --

Q

Yas, your- paper which is Exhibit 692-

Wher-e you have

reverlue multiplier you see they ranga from 2 to 5
depending on the condition of the property, potential

15,711
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growth and the like.
Would that be a fair range?
A

Well, yes, sir-

That was my belief in 1973 when

this paper was prepareQQ

Subsequent to that time the energy costs have
substantia�ly inflated revenues, have they not, by
use of fuel adders?

A �

Yes, rates have gone up.

Q

Other things being equal, revenues have substantially
increased becausa of rapid increase in the cost of
fuel?·

A

Yes ..

Q

And. for- that reason would it not be you.fi' judgmen� that
today if that range of m�ltipliers was accurate for
�973T some l esser· or lower multiplier would be
applicaole today?

A

No.

�

It would not?

A

No-r because, inflation has also hit the cast of
installing and owning equipment.

�

In tha same degree?

A

Well-r it's stabilizing.

Q

In any eventT what is the accepted price today in
your experience?
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rate is today for tBe purchase and sale of
distribution properties?
A

If it is not prescribed in statute, it is usually
whatever the parties feel like they can afford.

Q

I see-

And

r

notice here on page E-�7 you opine that

a multip-lier of four for commercia.l customers is more
applicable than the figures we have just given for
residential-

'\

That was the experience that

A

Yes.

Q

All right, sir.

r

had at the time.

Mr-. Mayben, you. mentioned in your dir_ect testimony
or you alluded to the fact that your work had required
you t� make forecasts of revenues for thi future, both

5

the�base case ana the reconstructed cases.

6.

Did you make that fo�ecast based upon your own

7

judgment·, or did you simply take, what someone else
told you to doT or both?
A

Well,

r

participated
in ' the decision on how revenues
.

would be stated fa� the restricted case, historic
2.
j

4

s

and fut�re�

It was not on the basis of how

otherwise projected. revenues

r

might have

but it seemed to be the. ·

most suitable method �f making sure there were no
distortions between cases by virtue of some changing
r�te policy that I might assume.

15,
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3

THE COURT:

Sustained.

MR .. LANSDALE:

I will withdraw the

question.
5
6
7

My attention has been drawn to the

fact that I was inconsistent.

BY MR. LANSDALE:

a

Mr. Mayben, did you. participate in the forecast of the

8

load changes from which the forecasts of revenue were

9

derived?

0

A

l

a

Those were given to you by Dr- Wein?

2

A

Yes-

No.

Those wer� giverr to me by Dr. Wein•

They do not represent your judgment in �ny degree as to

4

the future loads to. be derived and di.stinguished from

5

making the calculation a$ to. the revenue produced by

,6
.7

whatever rates you. apply?
A

a

Yes, that's correct.
No�, I want t� make one more try on this expense of
operating the scrubber.

0
l
2

We cannot find any�here in your working paper, as
I understand it, _any specific attribution of particular
elements.-:of the additional cost of op erating the
scrubbers through particular changes in operating

4
5

and maintenance expensesTHE COURT:

Particular what?

15-r71b
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2

I didn't hear the last part.

3

MR. LANSDALE:

4

in operating and maintenance expenses-

5

THE

6

THE COURT:

8

{Question read by the reporter.}

9

THE. COURT:·
question?

BY MR. LANSO-ALE:.

14

Q

15

Is ther� anywhere in you� working papers we can go to
✓

expenses you attributed ta having ta buy limestone or

L7

lime to operate the scrubbers?
,
A

19-

t

L will state it another

find outT fo� example� ho� �uch additional operating

16

io

Now, what�is the

way.

I3.'.

IB

Very well-

You can't find that?

MR� LANSDALE:

12

t

Your Honor, can I

T

11

/

WITNESS:

have the question reread?

10

I

Particular changes

a

We did not get detailed in our calculations..·

We only

had an allowance.
0� any other specific items relating to the end

21

pollution eqµipment othe� than the total additions

22

that you referred to?

23

A

Ju�t the one I referred to-

Z.f

Q

And that is a combination of the results of inflation

25

plus the additional expen�es of pollution?

I

15,717
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A

a- s·ubstantial increase ..

4

MR. LANSDALE:

5

' THE COURT:

1

,<

�

\

Keep

10

in mind the admonitions that the Court

has given you-

11

w�

12

will resume in 10 or �5 minutes.

{Recess. taken-}

13

THE COURi:.

15
16

.,

18

�

Mr- Mayben� Mr- Lansdale required of you yesterday
afternoon concerning· discount rates and. referr·ed- to

21

your.experience in tax-exempt financings.

22

In connection w.ith, those financings do. you. have

23

occasion to make assump�ions about discount �ates

24
25

I.

.,

Prq;ce.ed.

REDIRECT EXAMIN�TION OF WILLIAM R. MAYBEN

17

'

I
I
}

14

20

Lad1.es and

take our afternoon recess.

9

· 19

I have

- gentlemen, perhaps this is arr opportune. time to

8
;

All right-

no further questions-

6

�

If you take on 8 percent for inflation, it is still

and inflation factors?
A

In the case where we are- making studies for a client

'
I

15,718
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4

of a capital expansion program, in order to aid the

J,

client in making a deci�ion' with respect to which

4

program would ultimately be financed we many times

'5,:

will translate the financial analyses of the
alter�ative capital expansion programs into a

7

present-wortn analysis for him to compare the

ra:

alternatives and we customarily use a discount

,,.f

concept to do that.

JO;

When you speak of' present worth, that. necessarily

ll

l2
ll

1 4'
LS
L6

L7

implies you, ara looking to the futura; is that
correct?

}

Yes. ..
Cl

Do you also use, inflation factors w,hen you make that
projection?'

AQ"

L8

-Yes.
No1,1.T what relation"f if any,, diet� you. try ta maintain
between the. inflation .factors that. you. will use in

L9'

such an.analysis.?'
A

If �e are making an engineering economic analysis of
alternative capital expansion plans which have
different schedules to capital expenditures and
different levels and schedules for annual costs, we
customariJy tie the interest rate to be assumed for
any debt incurred in any particular year of the

15,719
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study period to the inflation rate, and similarly
we tie the discount factor to the inflation.. rate
and interest rate that we use.
Q

And what specific relation, if any, would there be
between your assumed inflation rate and the. assumed
discount rate?

A

Customarily the inflation rate that we use
excuse me -- the interest rate that we use retlects
tax-exempt financing, because that is the source of
capital for· most of our clients, and we have, as a
matter of practiceT as a result of a . suggestion by
our own internal econqmists., we have used an
interest.. rate. that was. approximately 1.QQ.,basis. points
✓

above: the- in flation rate: that we are using for that.
particular year ..
That· means that if we are assuming
8 percent
,
inflation rate., we would use a 9· percent interest
r�te, and customarily· when wa are discounting future
capital expenditures or annual costs to present
L

term, we would use. the same discount factors as the

i

intere·st rate that we have used.

3
I

5

a·

And that would be a discount factor of about
used the- term, pardon me, 1.00 basis points.Could· you translate that into percentages?'

ya.u

15,720
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A

The difference between 8 percent and 9 percent-

Q

_Thank you; and the discount factor is about 1 percent
higher than the inflation rate?

6

A

Yes, and equal to the interest costs.

6

Q

You testified yesterday at the close or your direct

7

concerning the difference in profitability measured
in each of your study cases.
Could yo� just clarify for us what years are
considered in tha historic period of each study
case . and what years. are: considered in the future
p.eriod?
A

The historic �eriod is the years 1971 through 1980
inclusive, and the future period of our ,studies is

a
A

�98� through 1�88 incLusive •.
And what use, if any� did ydu make of exca1ation of
factors in tha futuPe period estimates?
,

We used the escalation- . factors Dr. Wein gave us for
such i tem·s as labaP, nraterials: and fuel, and things
of that natuPe, ta estimate future expenses.
Were these escalation factors differing amounts
depending on the type of expenses involved?

A

Yes.,

Q

Can you tell us what the general composite, if you
�anted to express the inflation factor in a single

i

1
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rate, approximately what it would be ?
A

a

I· be_lieve about 7 percent a year.

I believe that is

what it came out t o.
And when you brought the differences in profitability
to present valueT did you apply a discount rate then
to do that?

A

a
A-·

a,

Yes.

� And

what discount rate did you use?

8 percent-And when you testified that the amount in 1981
pardon me

let me refer to your report.

When you provided the information in your report
of the differen ce in profitability between the base
-✓

case an� th� f�ture and the study case, that assumes
an earlier interconnecti on.and assumes wheeling
beginning in li.974, and· assumes greater sales for
.'

Muny Light, ana these things continuing into the
futureT and· you. reported ta u� in your report that
tha difference in profitability between your study
case and the base case was $14,245, □□ 0?

Q-

Does tha.t include the effects of having the discount
rate apply?'

A.

Yes, it does ..

15,722
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Q

So if we didn't have the discount rate included, it
would be actually some higher figure?

A

Yes .

Q

And this is in 1981 dollar�?

A

Yes, it is.

Q

Thank you.
Mr. MaybenT in making your study cases such as
a case,- such as Case II-A, which begins in 1971,
what management did you. assume Muny Light had at that
time?:.

�

Well, I assumed th� management that was in existence
at that time, primarily under the direction of Mr.
Hinchee.

Q

And· irr your opinion was the: management under the
direction of Mr. Hinchee, would they be able ta
carry out the work ass.urned irr your Case II.-A to
operate the plant that you assumed there?

A

Yes-

Q

Mr-. Mayben, there. was. a. ques tion this morning
concerning the. explosion to Boiler 6 which occurred
in 1974, and you. assumed that it o.ccurred somewhat
later.
What derating of that boiler did you make in
consideration of the explosion and repair?

15,723

l.

2

. Mayben - redirect
A

3

We assumed that with the repairs of th� explosion
that the boiler would be derated approximately 5
percent over the original design capability.
Mr- Mayben, Mr. Lansdale inquired of you this morning
concerning whether· -- Pardon me-

r

Let me rephrase

the.· question ..
Mr. Lansdale inquired of you this morning
concerninq funds transferred from the City.
Now, what is the fact as to �hether you must
necessarily assume funds transferred out of a sour�e
of cash for Muny operations?
·well, in the alternativa cases I said for Muny to
accomplish what was contemplated in the .�ngineerin�
models they would have ta meet their- obligations: and
it w ould take cash to maet their o bl igat ions.·

Now,

for purposes of· our presentation,w� assumed that was
being transferred from the City�
�

Did Muny in Fact by some mean� obtain cash to meet
its obligations in actual and historic?

A

Yes, they must have.

They either paid their

obligations or- incurred some manner- in which
MR- -LAN�DALE:
your Honor- plea-se.

Well, r·object, if

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12.
13

1·4
LS
16

17
18
1.9
20
21.
22.
23'
24.
25

Mayben - redirect
{The following proceedings were had at the
benc h:}
MR. LANSDALE:
to speculate.

Asking this witness

The witness in fact testified on

crass�examinatian they obtained the cash by not
�aying their accounts payable
MS- COLEMAN:

■

I think that's what

he just said.
THE COURT:

Read the answer back.

{Record read by the reporter-�
MR

■

LANSDALE:

"They must have -- L

o·b.ject ta asking him to speculate arr what they
must have. done ..
rt�. COLEMAN:.

;

r think

if he rtnished

the sentenceT he was gains ta say exactly what you
pointed out�

Ir�s just a preliminary question to

the next ..
MR. LAN�DALE::

Ho� is this redirect

anyway?
THE COURT:.

I will have the

answer stricken and you rephrase the questionM�- COLEMAN:

I will rephrase the

question ..
THE COURT:

All right.

15,725

1

May ben -.redirect

2

{End. oJ bench conference.}

3
4

THE COURT:

5

stricken, ladies and gen tlemen.

6

Rephras� the question and, please, Mr. May ben,

7
8
9
10

do not speculate.
BY MS. COLEMAN:
Q.

L3

cash. for Mun y to· meet operating expenses?A

Yes.

Q.

And w.ere: the.r-a one: or' more different assumptions that

14
15
16
17
18
1920
21
22
2:3
2.4
2.5.

'Mr. Mayben, in making your study cases, did you'find
it necessary ta m�ke some �ssumption about sources of

11
12

The-answer �ay be

yo� could have chosen from as tha source of cash?
A

Yes.

Q.

Could you mention w.hat some of thos e might be�

A

Well, in ou� alternatives we �ould have assumed that
Muny Light had raised its rate sue� to meet its cash
requirements�

We., of course.,. made. tha assumption

that cash was made �vailable by transfers from the
City.
I. presume: that a line. of cradit could have been
established by some other lending in�titution besides
. the City, although that was not an assumption which we
pursued.·

15,726
Mayben - redirect
Q

Why did you chaos� the assumption that you chose?

A

Well, because that was the apparent metho d that was
being used and in discussions with membe rs of the
administration at that time, they said that was a
·policy which we could reflect.

Q

Mr. Mayben� Mr� Lansdale asked yo� specifically about
whether or not you had. reflected rate increases in
the. study Case II-A which· reflects the engineering
and financial model o f the 1.973 interconnectioh.
What would have been the. effect if ya� had
assumed rate increases in that study case?

A

Well, the- revenue would have. been higher and the .
expenses would have- been the same, presumtng no loss
'of customers, and there would. have. been an increase. in
the. net revenues.

And. with an incr-ease in· the ne.t

r--eve nues� irr the alternative. case- the difference
· between those net revenue s and the ne't reven·ues in
the• base case would: have. be.err higher.
Q

nr. Mayben, r--eferring to you� r--eport, Plai�tiff's
Exhioit 3041, and your testimony today, does that
report� in your- opinion, represent an accurate
calculation with reasonable c.er-tainty ·o f the impact·
af a �973 interconnection, wheeling PASNY power at
an earlier time and additional sales far Muny Light?
--�
.
---�- -- -

15,727
Mayben - redirect
A

With one qualification, it does, and the qualification
i� that I was told to use the escalation factors and
the disco�nt factors that I did-

Assuming those

escalation and discount factors being the appropriate
ones, yes, this does represent a fair measure.
Given the assumptions you.. have made,- this.- is a
reasonable estimate?
A

Yes·.
rtS.:. COLErtAN:

Thank you.

No further

questions-

RECROS�-EXAMINATION OF WILLIAM R- M�YBEN
BY MR. LANS'DALE:

a·

The assumption you made of Muny t-ight obtaining the
necessary money to operate by advances. from the
City, as I understand it, was an assumption that you.
were instructed by the City to make; is. that not so?

A

That was th� policy that we were to employ in the
transfer -- or the determination of cash necessary
for Muny Light to operat�� yes-

Q-

All right..

Is it your judgment that the determination

of the value of a customer -- Withdraw that.

15, 728·

Mayben - recross
Is it your judgment that the accumulated net
revenue to be expected over a 30-year period, Mr.
Mayben, is a reasonable method of determining the
value of a customer?

r

· i.The following proceedings were had at
the b.ench:}
It is beyond the

M�. COLEMAN:.

0
1
2
3
4
.5
.6

t8'
L9
20

21

22
23

24
25.

sco.pe- of cross and assumes some facts that are
. not in.

MR ..

Just got through

LANSDALE:

asking -There's no 30-year

M'S.- COLEM'AN�

✓

period-•

MR ..

-- if in his opinion

LANSDALE:.

this is a valid determin�tion

rrs ...

COLEMAN:·

ar losses.
There is no 30-year

period fo� the lass of particular customers.
MR .. LANSDALE�

The historic period,

I think� �988, out ta the year 2001, isn't that
30' years?
MS. .. CO LErf AN:.

That's 30 years, but

if you will look at Dr- �ein's report, he shows
some attrition going on.

It r � just not an

15,729
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Mayben - recross

2

for a historic period plus the present value at a

3

discount of 8 percent for an additional 20 years of

4

accumulated revenues which is hypothetically to be

s

derived from those customers if you have them; is

6
7
8

this not so?'
A

I didn't go out 20 years.

9

absence of those customers over that period through

11

1988--

12

All right, sir�

13

amount of accumulated revenue theoretically lost by

15

18
19·
20
22
23
24
25

And ara you stating to me that all

you did· was, at tha r-equest or Dr. W.ein, measure: the..

14

17

I merely-attempted to

measure the impact on �uny Light's operati9ns for the

10

16

Well, I guess my problem, Mr. Lansdale, with that is

not hauiAg thowe customers. over the ao-year period?
A

a

Yes, sir.
AMd-�this does not represent an bpinion by you that
this states the value of those .customers?

A,

I was. rtot asked to form any judgments· with respect to
dam-ages-

Q

Thank you, sir� .I misunderstood your last answer to
Ms. Coleman's ·question.
Now, I forgot to ask you about the excise tax.
Do you remember?

Did you find that you had omitted

that from the outage power or not?

15,731

1
2

Mayben - recross
A

3

for- outage power, the allowan�e we had included

4
5

did not include precisely excise tax.
Q

6
7

In calculating the magnitude or the price to be paid

And. t hat would then be a valid estimate, an additional
� percentT necessitating adding thatr

A

8

Again, we w�re trying to get a representation of
what outage power might be, and we took coal prices

9

and oil prices and th� perce�tages, and we could be

10

off in one ite�, too low in one instance., and too

11

high irr another-T t;lut to answer your question, we

12

did not precisely take into account excis.e taxes,

13

anci' w.e: bel.ieve- that is a fair- representation of

14

autaga power. costs.

15

Y'ou krrow, however, tha-t an ◊hie utility Ls r-equired

16

to· pay for poor- relie.f in the. S.tate of Ohio, a 4

17

per-cent excise tax�

18

A

19

I know it no�, sir-

Q.

Now.-r one. other question:.

20

21
22
23
24
25

·'

You had some testimony a� redirect examihatian
about discount rates, and you told us in effect that
in making engineering studies, so_ as to get everything
for comparison purposes an a present-value basis, you
used a discount factor which was essentially the
estimated inflation rate involved?

15·
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Mayben - redirect
power?
A

Well, the purpose of our studies is to advise them
of the financial aspects of investing money into
power-producing facilities.

r

Q.

-- as apposed ta investing in some bank account?

A

That is not an alternative.

He is normally trying

to figure out what plan he should invest in to
produce power-

I take it you have

THE. COURT:
L
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rs

nothing f�rther�
MR .. LANSDALE:

That is correct.

THE �O'URT:

You �ay step down�

ldatch your- ne.cktie.
Call yaur. next witness.

rn� ..
Perkins.

�� would call Mr.

WEINER:
,

15,738
J A M E S

P E R K I N S,

having been called as a witness on behalf of
the plaintiff, after having been duly sworn,
was examined and testified as follows:

DIRECT EXAMINATION OF JAMES PERKINS
BY MR .. WEINER:
Please state your name and address.
A

L

My rrame is James Perk ins�

I live at No. 12 Gray

Gard-ens-, East Cainbridge., rtassachusetts.
Q

Where do you work, nr. Perkins?

A

rtassachusetts..

5

Q

What is; your- educational background?

A

I. attended Harvard College and Harvard Law. s·chool.

7
8:
9

When did you. graduate?
A
Q _

0
1

Where have you. worked sine� graduation sine� Harvard
Law School?·

z

A

r: worked since 1948· at that law firm, Palmer & Dodge.

Q

3

Have you been a partner for some time?

A

4

t

Q

Could you describe the- general business of Palmer &

became a partner in 1955. ·

Dodge?'

15,739
l
2

Perkins - direct
A

3

Palmer & Dodge is a general practice law firm
engaged in litigation, corporate estates and trusts,

4

and tax mattters, and with a long-standing
specialization also in State and municipal finance�

6

Haw long has Palmer � Dodge been in the latter part

7
8

of th� law business?
A

9

Since the late Nineteenth Century .
Mr. Perkins, what work has Palmer � Dodge done far

10

the City of Cleveland in the past?

11

A

12

Nothing until. it c�me ta this litigation.

Q.

What are your specific duties and responsibilities at

l.3
14
15
16
l.7

Palmer &. Dodge?"
At the present.time I am Departmenta�'Administratar of
what we ca.11 a. Putrlic Law Department, which· is.
primarily. engaged in S.tate and municipal laws
relating to �tate and munici�al finance, and primarily
fa� public badie� or governmental clients-

1920

21
22
23

24
25

•

M'y awrr work at this period: a f time is not so
much engaging directly in the transactions as it is
in supervising the work of approximately 10 lawyers
in the Department running the scheduleing, weekly
meetings, and so forth, so they may �tay up to date,
and to have an opportunity far consultation, and in
gener�l seeing ta it that methods of procedures are

I

f

I
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:j

to gi ve the opinions you are asking himMR. WEINER:

I have only one more

qualification, and I would like to have the people
on the jury know that.
THE COURT:

Thank youAll right.

He may

answer.
{En� of· bench conference.}
· B.Y MR. WEINER:
Q

Mr. Perkins, would you like. the. last questi�n read?

A

Yes.-

Let me rephrasa it-

l

5
T.
9
0
1
2
,3

It will be easier.

Give the jury a. brief summary of t(J'e. type. of work
that you had done in th� Public Law Department.
A

:f

I have. worked doing many hundreds of what we. call
general obligation borrowings by the state� and
cities and towns and those are borrowings to be
repaid out of tax revenues., and I worked on a large
numoer of bond issues by public authorities., for
hospitals and college financing purposes, and a
large number of bond issues by public bodies to
provide financing for industrial f�ctories and the
like, and I have also, among others, engaged in a
substantial amount of electric power financing.,

. '

.I
:I

'I i:
�

1.
1 1:i

;r

I ::
,! 1 !:

jl
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2

both

3

such as the City of Cleveland, and both transactions

4

I am now speaking of public powsr financing

in which the bonds or notes were payable from taxes;

5

that is, general obligations, and transactions in

6

which they were payable solely from the operating

7

·rev-en ues, of the system.

8

Mr. Perkins, what were you asked to do in connection

9

with this particular case?

10

A

In this particular case I was asked to review five
transactions, five bonds.. or- note issues whict:, the

12

City would have underta ken at various dates in the

13

past, and to examine them, and advise whether in our

14

opinion those bands or- notes would have been valid
✓

1.5

obligatiarrs a% the City of Cle�eland, and whether

16

the interest payable on those• borrowings would have

17

been exempt from Federal income
, taxes-

18

What do yo� mean by that latter phrase, that

19

"Interest. would h·ava baen exempt from Federal

20

income taxes"?

21
22
23
24
25

A

Well, in general, but not always, but in general
when a State or· local government,- as part of our
Federal syste�, when a governmental body other than
the Federal Government issues bonds or notes; in
other words, borrows money for financing of its

15,743
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2

purposes, the interest it pays on the borrowings,

3

-when that interest is received by an investor, in

4

general is exempt from Federal income taxes.

5

for this reason the investor will accept a lower

6

interest rate than otherwise, and the State or

7

o ther public governmerrtal body is able to finance

8

whatever project it may take on at a lower interest

9

cost, and so the qu.estion of whether the interest

10

is tax exempt -becomes a very important question.

ll

nr. Perkins, were you asked to give any opinion or

12
13
14

consideration to tha marketability of those issues?
A

Na ..

Q

What did you do irr order ta prepare yiurself ta give

15
16
17

l&
19
· 20
21
22
23

24
25

the. type of opinions. that yo.u have. just d·escribed?
A

We put t�gether a team of lawyers at the office who
read· the Constitution of the State of Ohio and
read through the codified statutes of the �tate of
Orrio, and to begin with, to begin with the title,
and then.if the title or chapter appeared to have
anY- conceivable- relevance to th� transactions in
question, the chapter was read in detail.
Th� Charter of the City of Cleveland was
examined in detailT and the ordinances ·selected and
chapters that might cdnceivably bear on these

15,744
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2

transactions selected, chapters of the City ordinances

3

were examined, and what we call an annotation; that

4

is, the cases, the court decisions interpreting the

5

Constitution and statues of the State of Ohio, these

6

were examined and a group of about 51 of these

T

court d�cisions. were put together for me to read in

8

full, which I di�, along with the pertinent sections

9

of. the statute which my associate brought to my

10

attention.

11

We also reviewed the Internal Revenue Cod.a

12

governing the Federal Income Taxes and the rules

13

and regulations . thereunder- which would be per.tin ent

14

far- a-. transaction of this. kind ..

15.

.

16

questions tha.t wa would· face in approaching and

17

rendering an op-inion as· to.. the, validity and ..

LB

ta�-exemption of issues of this character.

19

Was it necessary for you to. make any assumptions

20

in order for you to come to the opinion you

2L
22
23
24
25

.

We consulted. together o.n all of the legal

reached?
A

Yes, we did maka a$sumptians.

Q

What were those, Mr. Perkins?

A

Well, for example, this deepening. hypothetical issue.
We assumed that the required procedures would have

15,746
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A

3

That is an issuance of $5 million two thousand
of bonds in Octobe�, 1971, for the purpose of

4

constructing an interconnection between MELP and

5

CEI and for the purpose of rehabilitating and

6

improving the Lake Road generating units.

7

This particular issue was a so-called mortgage

8

revenue bond issue.

9

It was payable soleiy from

the revenues of the City's electric system and not

10

from the taxes raised by the City.

1.1.

Mr�- Perkins, did you come to any opinions with

12

respect to the issuance of that particular debt

13

issuance?

14

A

Yes, w.e did.

15

Q

16

What 11iere those- opinions?"

A

We formed the opinion that the bond issue in.question

17

would have been a valid obligation of the City of

18

Cleveland and that the interest on the- bonds would

19

hava been exempt from Federal Income Taxes.

20

Q

21

What was the second. issue you examined.?

A

The second issue was what we call bond anticipation

22
23

24
25

notes-

These are- short-term borrowings in

�nticipation· of a later permanent or l�ng-term
borrowing.

These were general obligation notes,

which is to say that if they were- nqt otherwise �aid

Perkins - direct
they would have been payable from the taxes levied by
the City of Cleveland.
This note issue was issued January 5, 1976.

It

was in the amount of $1,788,000 and it was for the
purpose of retrofitting stack gas emission control
facilities at the Lake Road generating plantQ

And did you form an opinion with respect to that

issuance?'
A

Yes, we did-

Q

What was that opinion?

A

We w.ere .of the opinion that that issue would have
been valid and tax-exempt unde� the Federal_ Income.
Tax laws ..

'.

-✓

Q

Mr. Perkins� what was the third issue you looked at?

A

The third was another series of what we have called
general obligation bond anticipation notes issued in
August, 1976, in the amount of $1,�92,000 and this
w.as for· additional costs of the. same. project as the.
prior note issue-

Q

And did you form any opinions with respect to that
issuance?

A

Yes.

We were of the opinion that that issuance would

have been valid and tax-exempt.
�nd the fourth issue you looked at, Mr. Perkins?

15,748
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A

This is another general obligation bond anticipation
note issue in February, �977, in the amount of
$5,980,000 and tha purpose of this one was to com plete
the pay men t of the cost of the same project I have
already referred tor

Q

And did you form an opiniorr wit� respect-ta that
issuance?

A

Yes.

We were of the opinion that it was also valid

and tax-exempt ..
And. there was a fifth- and last issuance that you looked.
at, I tJelie.ve, Mr .. Perkin s.?
A

Tha t"s correct ..

Q

What was. that?

A

That. was. arr issuanca of approximat�l y $1.4,91;{,000. of
mortgaga revenue bonds. -- again being reven ue bonds
th-ese are payable fronr the revenue a f the system and
not from the taxes of the City of Cleveland -- issued
in January of 197&, and the purpose of this bond
issue, this borrowing, was. to pay off and re�ire
the four p rior issues we have talked about.
And did you form an opinion with respect to that
last. issuance?

A-

·we did-

Q

What was tha t opinion, Mrr Perkin s?

..
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A

3

Our opinion wa� that it was a valid obligation of the
City of Cleveland and exempt under the Federal

4

Income Tax laws.

5

Thank you, Mr-

MR .. ldEINER:

6

Perkins ..

T
8
9
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.3

which the. iss. ue- was to be issued·.

.4

in the authorizing ordinances far the issue crf the

.6
.8

bonds?
A

I would say normally, yes-

Q

And are there normally prepared in connection with

.'

such issues an official statement concerning the

rn

issue?'
A

Yes.
And is a part of your duties as bond counsel to

?3
25

With respect to

revenue- bonds:,-- are- t�ese: purposes norm-ally stated

.5
.7

Mr- PerkinsT you recited eac� time-the purposes for

participate in the drafting of- that instrument or
at least t� approve it?
A

There has been a substantial degree of change over

;1
,I

·!
:L.

r

l

2
3
4

5
6

7
8
9'

,10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
1.9

20
21
22
23
24
25
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the period since 1971 to the present, 1971 being the
date of the first of these.
I would say that in 1971 in handling an issue
of revenue bonds, bond counsel would have participated
irr the preparation of certain parts of the official
statement but would not have undertaken to review it
and approve it in the sense of stating a conclusion
that the official statement which discloses to
investor� the facts about the issue.
. I think, in general, in �971 band counsel would
nat have been asked· to approve it in the sense of
·saying- it was an adequate: statement of fact about
In 1-981 there h·as been .a lot of change and the
degree of bond counsel involvement is greater and
sometimes but no� always the bond counsel, in
addition· to rendering the: kind of opinion I was
earlier speaking of, is asked to render an opinion
that to th� best o1 his kno�ledge and belief the
official statement contains no m�terial self
statement, and so forth.
Whether we would have done that in 1978 would
have depended on whether the client decided to
engage us for that additional purpose.

''
'
I

I
'
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Q

r

And did.you maka any assumption with respect to what
your function would be with regard to Issue No- 5?

A

No, I didn't make any assumptions.

I was asked to

state what opinion we would render as to validity and

r

tax-exemption and that woµld not have turned on this
question of what our role would be in the-official
statement.

We would, however, for our own protection

have read it with great care, in any easej

r

see.

Now, what would be throughout this period, in

your view, the responsibility of the underwriter
J

respecting such matters?

Would he have had any

responsibility far the accura·cy T the. validity and
adequacy of the a.fficial statement?
Both of these- r-evenue- bond i,ssues were: sold to an

7
g
9
0
l
2
3

s

underwriter on what is called a negotiated basis,
which means the underwriter wouid have been involved
at a� early date.

Probably, but not always, the

negotiated underwriter would have been the primary
draftsman of the officia� statement you are speaking
of and he �ould have to have unavoidably had some
responsibility for that reason.
rn addition, he would-have had responsibility
.by virtue of the mere fact that when the underwriter
buys the bonds from the City of Cleveland, he would

